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COMMENT

The year of the tactical radio

RESPONSE
Digital Battlespace’s editorial team is
always happy to receive comments on
its articles and to hear readers’ views
on the issues raised in the magazine.
Contact details can be found on p1.
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As Digital Battlespace goes to press, the
fourth Mobile User Objective System (MUOS)
satellite is set to be launched. It will provide
troop formations on the ground with beyondline-of-sight communications connectivity on
their software-defined radios (SDRs) (see p8).
Over the next year in the US, a series of
contracts will bring maturity to the tactical radio
programmes highlighted by the new Progam
Executive Officer C3T Gary Martin in our
backpage interview (see p48). At last this will
see major steps taken towards a vision that was
created by the Joint Tactical Radio System
(JTRS) programme more than a decade ago.
What we have here is a market place being
created for military SDR on the back of these
major programmes that will see industry grow
around them and even move ahead on their
own. The way equipment is being procured is
also changing.
In the case of the Rifleman Radio,
programmes of record have been replaced
with indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
(IDIQ) contracts, and this could be the model by
which digital systems are increasingly procured.
It is a market where companies offer compliant
products, are awarded IDIQs and then the
military services buy those radios off the
contracts depending on their requirements.
According to Dennis Moran, VP of
government business development at Harris, the
Pentagon has acknowledged that technology is
moving faster than the DoD can keep up.
‘The best way to take advantage of that is to
put the burden to implement those new
technologies onto industry and we are
motivated to continue our R&D and continue
to improve our products and develop new
ones.’
Moran estimates the global market for SDRs
over the next 15 years is about $15-20 billion –
and he is probably right. In Asia, Europe and the

IN THE
NEXT
ISSUE

Middle East there is a move to SDR, and even in
international organisations such as NATO and
the African Union there are requirements.
Existing players such as Elbit Systems,
General Dynamics, Harris, Racal, Rohde &
Schwarz and Thales will have to fight it out or
cooperate, and are likely to be joined by new
players such as Per Vices as the potential for
software-defined systems expands.
The international market usually trails
the DoD by two to three years, but more
requirements are emerging, such as in Australia
(see p36) and in the UK with Project Morpheus
to replace current Bowman radios.
As the early adopters of technology move
ahead and Moore’s Law takes effect, costs will
go down. However, many get the wrong idea
about Moore’s Law – they think that systems
become obsolete in 18 months as
semiconductor technology advances.
Victor Wollesen, CEO of Per Vices, said that
although industry can double the performance
and number of transistors that can be fitted to a
silicon chip, ‘what that means is if I do absolutely
nothing with my product for 18 months, unless
I am careful it will be out of date. But the flipside
of that is not that it is out of date, but that in 18
months I can do everything I did with this
product for half the cost.’
This would of course multiply every
18 months so that within a few years the
capabilities offered by SDRs will be available to
many more militaries if they can get the
procurement process right to take advantage of
these developments.
This will form the base of a more robust
international market and ultimately this
capability increases the lethality and
survivability of soldiers on the battlefield – these
are not just radios, they are key combat
multipliers, and that must not be forgotten.
Tim Fish, Editor

n Jamming

n Mobile ad-hoc networking

n Air defence networks

n Data management
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Qualification begins for
new Canadian soldier suite

Photo: Canadian DND

A new suite of systems developed to modernise
the dismounted capabilities of Canadian forces
has entered qualification testing.
Known as the Integrated Soldier System
Project (ISSP), the programme has now
entered Phase A testing as part of an initial
C$8.5 million (US$6.39 million) contract
awarded to Rheinmetall Canada on 27 July.
Qualification efforts are expected to be
completed by April 2016, with the contract
stipulating that all Phase A work must be
finished within nine months of the initial
award.
‘Rheinmetall Canada will rigorously test
its proposed system to ensure that it meets
Canada’s qualification requirements,’ a
Canadian DND spokesperson told Digital
Battlespace.
Up to 32 systems – to be used by both
commanders and troops – will undergo
testing, observed by personnel from the DND
and Public Works and Government Services
Canada (PWGSC).
A Rheinmetall official told DB that system
validation will be done through a series of
tactical scenarios where specific performance
and functionalities will be tested: ‘The testing
will be conducted by the Canadian Army, and

Rheinmetall will provide the personnel to
support each of the tactical scenarios.’
Once the government declares the system
fully acceptable, it may exercise the option to
start the production phase and buy up to
4,144 units and then award a second contract
for support. The total value of both contracts
could reach C$250 million. Delivery is
expected from late 2016 to late 2019.
According to the DND, ISSP will enhance
soldier and team communication and
information-sharing with a secure tactical
radio ‘integrated with a GPS and a computer’.
The system will also have a noise-reducing
headset plus a small tactical display screen.
A PWGSC official told DB that no
firm decision had yet been made on the
equipment that will make up ISSP, but it is
understood that the system configuration to
be tested will include Harris’s Falcon III 7800
manpack radio, a tactical user interface and a
connectivity box from Saab.
Invisio will supply its V60 control unit and
the X5 headset, according to the Danish
company’s CEO Lars Højgård Hansen.
The bid requirements state that the
proposed system has to be compatible with
equipment already in use by the Canadian
Army, including the AN/PSN-13 Defense
Advanced GPS Receiver.
Units designated for high readiness in
accordance with the Canadian Army’s
Managed Readiness Plan will be the first to
receive up to 628 systems prior to entering
their work-up training for their tasking.
‘Each soldier will have personal and
shared position awareness,’ said the
DND spokesperson. ‘The multi-faceted
communication suite provided by the
radio and computer will allow soldiers to
communicate via voice and text message at
ranges of up to and beyond 1km, all of which
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are important to the sharing of accurate
tactical information during combat.’
The Rheinmetall Canada contract is the
latest development in the army’s
long-running attempt to modernise its troops’
kit. Procurement of new soldier technology
has been delayed several times.
An initial RfP was released by PWGSC in
February 2012, which stated that a contract
award was expected in 2013 with initial
deliveries to begin in 2015. That request,
however, had to be cancelled in January 2013
‘because no compliant bids were received in
response’.
A new RfP was then issued in April
2013, which introduced a two-step bid
evaluation process that attempted to avoid
submissions being disqualified due to
simple admin errors (as was the case in the
first ISSP tender).
A winning contract was expected to be
announced in December 2014 – 16 months
after the close of the RfP – but Rheinmetall’s
contract was eventually announced another
seven months later.
‘This was a complex procurement,’ the
PWGSC official said with regard to the delay.
‘Finalising the contract and seeking the
required approvals took longer than
expected.’
Four other companies submitted bids for
the ISSP programme, including: DRS
Technologies Canada; Raytheon Canada;
Team Sunray (a JV between CAE and Elbit
Systems Land and C4I); and Thales Canada.
Rheinmetall is also the lead contractor for
the German Army’s ongoing soldier
modernisation programme, known as the
Infanterist der Zukunft – erweitertes System
(Future Soldier System – Enhanced System)
or Gladius.
By Grant Turnbull, London
www.digital-battlespace.com
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US Army HMS
Manpack lifts off

News bytes
Sniper pod expands
Taiwan capabilities
25 August 2015

full mission weight of the LRIP Manpack radio is
19.33lb (8.77kg), which includes the radio with two
batteries and supporting gear (two handheld mikes,
antennas, a GPS antenna and the battery bucket).
But the new full mission weight requirement is
16lb, with further weight reduction goals down to
14lb – through gains in batteries and antennas – by
FY2025.
The weight reduction is also accompanied by the
amplification necessary to meet the current
dismounted range requirements of 3km for the
Soldier Radio Waveform and 5km for the SINCGARS
waveform.

nn NEW COMPETITORS
Photo: US Army

The full RfP for the Manpack section of the US Army’s
Handheld, Manpack and Small Form Fit (HMS) radio
set was released in August.
This follows a draft request that was released in
April, and includes alterations to the requirements,
which industry will need to consider when
participating in the competition.
The Manpack is the service’s first two-channel
software-defined radio capable of supporting
advanced and current force waveforms. The RfP
opens the door for more vendors to bid for the
programme.
To date, the army has purchased more than 5,300
Manpack radios under low-rate initial production
(LRIP) contracts with General Dynamics C4 Systems
and Rockwell Collins.

nn NETWORK EVALUATIONS
Some of these radios were used in the army’s
network integration evaluations, where those
experiences contributed to modifications to the
current RfP production requirements. Additional
refinements stemmed from industry input following
release of the draft RfP earlier in the year. The weight
requirement for the radio has changed – the current
www.digital-battlespace.com
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The RfP is open to new competitors, so other radio
manufacturers such as Thales and Harris, among
others, could enter the fray.
Interested vendors have until the end of August to
respond to the RfP. Multiple contract awards are
expected in Q3 of FY2016.
Once the contracts are awarded, each vendor will
provide 30 Manpack radios at its own cost to the
government for qualification testing to determine if
threshold requirements have been met. These
assessments will begin in 2016.
Vendors who do not meet the requirements will
be ‘off-ramped’, while contractors who do meet
qualifications will move to a subsequent phase of
additional testing. The army will purchase 60 radios
from each vendor for follow-on tests.
The service has been authorised to purchase up to
60,296 radios through full-rate production, which is
expected to begin in late FY2017. Its open
competition acquisition approach allows multiple
vendors to compete for delivery orders once they
achieve technical and operational requirements.
Moreover, it allows rapid introduction of new
technology as well as a programme ‘on ramp’ for
vendors whose technologies mature after the initial
competition.
By Scott R Gourley, California

Saab receives UK
Giraffe radar order
24 August 2015
Harris receives airborne
jammer order
21 August 2015
NSA certifies ViaSat’s
KOV-55
25 August 2015
Cobham wins naval
EW system contract
24 August 2015
Cubic to produce F-35
training systems
20 August 2015
Arotech to manufacture
CESAS II PIK
20 August 2015
TEK receives order for
QuiXilica-Ultra
19 August 2015
Harris books Middle East
radio order
19 August 2015
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ViaSat to encrypt British Army Scouts
Data transfer and storage in the British Army’s
new Scout SV reconnaissance vehicle will be
protected by ViaSat encryption.
The company has secured a £3.8 million
($5.9 million) contract from Scout SV prime
contractor General Dynamics UK to provide
systems that will ensure surveillance
information gathered by the vehicle cannot be
accessed by enemy units.
A spokesperson from ViaSat told Digital
Battlespace that the data storage system is based
on bespoke hardware and the encryption
system itself is entirely hardware-based for all
data stored in the vehicle – whether video, voice,
mission data or another format.
ViaSat will also provide a graphical user
interface to give status information and a
software-based key management system.
‘The system is designed to encrypt data at
rest within the vehicle – as long as data is stored
within the vehicle, it is encrypted and
protected,’ the spokesperson said.
‘It isn’t designed to encrypt any form of data
that is in transit, when being transmitted from

Image: ViaSat

the vehicle. However, the encrypted storage
units themselves are removable and can
be used to download data off the vehicle,’
he added.
Data is encrypted as soon as it is written
to the drive on a sector-by-sector basis. The
algorithms are bespoke – based around ViaSat’s
Eclypt product set – and have been wholly
developed by the company.
ViaSat said that it is the only hardware-based
encryption technology certified to protect ‘Top
Secret’ data at rest by CESG, the accreditation
arm of the UK government.
In addition to protecting the data, there is a
purge capability that prevents an enemy from

accessing the information should the vehicle
get captured.
‘In the event of an overrun situation, the crew
can activate the purge control to immediately
delete the encryption keys. This renders the
system inaccessible and secures the data
without the need to go through a lengthy
sanitisation process [ie deletion of data],’ the
spokesperson said.
The contract is for full-rate production and
integration into all 589 vehicles from when the
first are delivered in 2017. The company was
selected in 2012 and the supply of the systems
has been through a full test and acceptance
programme. Development has been
completed.
ViaSat has previously provided similar
systems for the British Army’s Wildcat
helicopter and Watchkeeper UAV, but
the spokesperson said that the Scout system
‘has been designed to meet the specific threat
models, use cases and environmental needs
of the platform’.
By Tim Fish, London

US DoD SDR programmes progress
The Mid-Tier Networking Vehicular Radio
(MNVR) has completed limited user testing and
an operational test is expected before mid-2016.
A Harris spokesperson told Digital Battlespace
that the programme was in the testing phase
and this will be completed before moving to a
full-rate production (FRP) decision. The
company won the contract in September 2013.
Gary Martin, army PEO C3T, explained to DB:
‘The MNVR recently completed a limited user
test at Network Integration Evaluation 15.2 and
is moving toward a Milestone C and low-rate
initial production decision in Q1 of FY2016.’
He added: ‘The Airborne, Maritime and Fixed
Small Airborne Networking Radio, which will
bring army air platforms into the network, is

Photo: US Army

expected to be released for solicitation later
next year.’ (For more, see interview on p48.)
Thales, which has secured one of the two
IDIQ contracts with Harris on the Rifleman
Radio programme, told DB: ‘We anticipate that
operational testing will begin in the third
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quarter of 2016. The first delivery order under
FRP is planned to be competitively awarded in
the third quarter of 2017.
‘Annual purchase quantities during FRP are
estimated at two brigades, or 1,600 radios. The
total approved acquisition objective is 196,000
radios. Some of these orders were fulfilled as
part of low-rate initial production. ‘
It added: ‘Rifleman utilises the US Army’s
Soldier Radio Waveform to bring secure (Type 2)
squad-level communications to the soldier at the
tactical edge of the battlefield network. There is
also the potential for future dismount soldier
radio variants also hosting the SRW, such as a
more capable team leader radio version.’
By Tim Fish, London
www.digital-battlespace.com
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S

oftware-defined radios (SDRs) have been
around for a while, but the technology
has been maturing at a pace where
significant improvements are being made in
performance and reliability, providing
warfighters with the kind of capabilities first
envisioned under the US Joint Tactical Radio
System (JTRS) programme.
A comparison can be made with standard
laptops. By themselves, they won’t do
much, but installed software can provide
whatever applications you want. In terms of
hardware, functionality and processing
capabilities need to be improved so that it can

Soft
talking
The advent of the software-defined radio and associated
waveforms has resulted in cost and efficiency savings for military
forces. Tim Fish charts the technology’s history and explores the
next stages in its development.

support the software required. It is the same
with the SDR.
By using software to manage everything,
costs are reduced through not having to
physically modify or replace every device,
which is also time-consuming. That is not to
say altering software is easy, but it is simpler
to install an update or a patch across many

DIGITAL BATTLESPACE | September/October 2015 | Volume 7 Number 5
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SDRs than it is to remove or replace hardware,
much like how it is in the commercial mobile
phone sector.

nn THE BEGINNINGS
For SDRs, the JTRS programme was where
it all started. About ten years ago, the US
DoD had the ambitious vision of putting
www.digital-battlespace.com
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Recent developments in software-defined
radio will be a game-changer for dismounted
warfighters. (Photo: Air National Guard)

SDR building blocks

In an SDR there are three main building blocks: the antenna; the radio front end (RFE); and the
embedded system. The antenna receives the analogue signal or waveform from the air into the copper.
The RFE contains amplifiers and mixers that manipulate the waveform and then passes it on through
converters to the embedded system.
The analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) will change the analogue waveform into a digital signal,
which is essentially the ones and zeros that a computer can understand. This waveform is then passed
into a digital signal processing (DSP) unit.
Of course, when sending a signal the process is reversed and the digital waveform is converted by the
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) into an analogue waveform that is then prepared by the RFE for
sending up the antenna.
The DSP does all the heavy lifting using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), a highly
configurable semiconductor device, like an Intel CPU, but it is possible to configure the individual
transistors by loading different firmware onto it. It also allows use of very high speed signal processing
applications to decode the waveform.
Mike Jones, VP and GM of communications and navigation at Rockwell Collins, told DB: ‘The
programmability or software-defined nature is really captured in the embedded system. It allows end
users to have radios that can work across multiple bandwidths, change frequency behaviour and be
able to manage its way across multiple channels. That power is what is going to drive the benefit in the
future for radios.
‘The embedded systems are often made now on a chip and combine multiple functionalities and
really deliver signal processing. The heart of this embedded system is the ability to do intensive signal
processing very rapidly, to make sense of that and translate it into control of the radio. It is leveraging
commercial technology that is bringing along advanced signal processing.’

all of the functionality of a tactical radio
system into software, so hardware would
be interchangeable.
Steve Jennis, senior VP of corporate
development at PrismTech, an SDR tooling
and platform company, told Digital Battlespace
that JTRS had the right intentions.
‘That was the big vision at the time
and made a heck of a lot of sense, because
we were getting into a situation where
warfighters were having to carry multiple
pieces of hardware for multiple
communications requirements,’ he said.
‘So they might have four or five radios and
www.digital-battlespace.com
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that became expensive and heavy and
inefficient.’
The US spent billions of dollars on JTRS,
which was essentially an R&D programme.
From the late 1990s, when it first began, for
many years it was all industry could talk about –
but it soon ran into trouble.
‘The technical problems they ran into on
the way at the time determined that the
technology was not quite there to achieve the
vision and there were a number of failures.
That is a hard word, but programmes that did
not achieve their initial objectives had to be
downsized or extended and one of them was
the GMR [Ground Mobile Radio] from Boeing,’
explained Jennis.

nn START OF SOMETHING BIG
Depending on one’s viewpoint, JTRS was either
cancelled or re-structured in 2011 and the
individual US military services are now pursuing
their own SDR efforts. However, Jennis said that
the programme started something big and
there was a lot of technology that companies

could leverage, in particular an open standard,
Software Communications Architecture (SCA).
The SCA provides a set of rules that
developers can stick to in order to make a
radio that is compatible with other systems.
This means it will be able to process, transmit
and receive waveforms that are emitted by
other SDRs. The ability to manage the
different waveforms is what makes the
SDR a game-changer in military
communications technology.
While commercial technology has been
leveraged to improve processing and
hardware, this did not happen with the ability
to manage the waveform signals, where the
military and commercial sectors have diverged.
Jennis explained that in the commercial
world, mobile phone technology is still
hardware-defined. A mobile phone is likely
to have about six to eight waveform signals,
such as WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS, 4G and 3G;
within 4G there are multiple waveforms like
LTE and within 3G waveforms like CDMA,
TDMA and GMS in Europe.
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‘It is an issue – it is market size,’ he continued.
‘When you are building a cellphone in quantities
of millions it becomes affordable to put the
waveforms into your hardware. The waveforms
are hard-coded into the chips. That is where
Qualcomm, Texas Instruments, Freescale etc
make a lot of money, by supplying 3G and 4G
technology to the cellphone manufacturers, so
the waveform is hard-wired into the chip
technology and becomes a system on a chip. So
we have GPS chips, 3G chips, etc and in your
cellphone you have five to six individual
processors, each one running its own waveform
to provide the communications you need
through the antenna.
‘In the military world, that is unaffordable.
The market for military waveforms is much
smaller – thousands or tens of thousands at the
most. So developing a chip to run a military
waveform is hugely expensive, and then you
would have to have many of these chips in the
tactical radio to handle each waveform. So you
end up with a radio with 10-15 hardwaredefined radio waveforms in it, and of course
that becomes totally unaffordable, because
each one of those hardware chips costs tens of
millions of dollars to develop and the market for
it is only thousands, rather than the tens of
millions in the cellphone world.’

nn NOT MATERIALISED
The military cannot use commercial waveform
signals because they are not mil-spec – neither
secure nor robust enough for operational
environments. Furthermore, the commercial
world cannot use military technology because
the waveforms on mobile phones are still
hard-coded down to the computer chip level
on the board and manufacturers want to see
the functionality stay in the chip. As a result, a
worldwide wireless market for SDRs has
not materialised.
Despite this, within the military sphere the
SDR market is taking off. JTRS was ahead of its
time, but now with technology matured the
US and other countries are starting to take
advantage. Not only did JTRS establish the SCA
as a set of rigorous standards that industry
could adhere to, but it also created a repository
of waveforms that industry can access in order

SDR waveforms for dummies
The US DoD has selected three major wideband waveforms that it wants to run on its SDRs. They have
been in development since 2004 and are now coming to maturity.
The first is the Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW). It is a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) waveform
designed to operate at individual dismounted soldier level and intended to operate in an environment
where soldiers are going behind hills or into buildings and coming out again, potentially dropping in
and out of the network, but re-connecting automatically.
The waveform offers voice and data throughput of up to 2Mbps across the network, which is
significant. The kind of information transferred is usually position location information (PLI) on maps to
show where the soldier and their colleagues are and short messaging, providing directions or target
position location. The SRW is a requirement on the Rifleman Radio programme and the Handheld,
Manpack and Small form factor (HMS) Manpack programme.
SRW operates mostly in the L-band and can operate in UHF. This is what the DoD specified for its
Rifleman Radio because this range is convenient for wideband communications. The UHF spectrum
is very robust and can communicate through foliage, for example. SRW can offer a range of 3km for
dismounted soldiers and 5-7km in the HMS Manpack, as it is larger and has better amplifiers and
receivers.
The second is the Wideband Networking Waveform (WNW) and like SRW it is also a MANET
waveform. It was originally developed as part of the US Army’s now defunct Future Combat Systems
programme and designed to move data within a brigade combat team (BCT).
WNW is a mounted waveform that operates on the Mid-Tier Network Vehicular Radio (MNVR)
programme and operates in L-band, UHF and VHF at ranges of around 10-13km. It can support well
over 100 vehicles, but the US Army has decided to restrict it to about 100 for a BCT’s operational
requirement. WNW can move data such as video and larger files at up to 5Mbps around the battlefield,
not necessarily in the network, but point-to-point.
The third waveform is the Mobile User Objective System (MUOS) – a beyond-line-of-sight satellite
waveform based on 3G cellular technology. It is intended to provide non-line of sight connectivity to
mounted and dismounted soldiers so that terrestrial networks remain connected across a larger
battlefield area. MUOS operates in UHF and is approved for military satellites. The fourth MUOS
satellite was scheduled to launch as DB went to press and is expected to become operational over the
next 18 months.
to develop their products and ensure they
are interoperable with older waveforms and
other signals.
For the US military, in particular the army, the
Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW) is intended for
the lowest tier as a localised line-of-sight
network; the Mid-Tier Network Vehicular Radio
(MNVR) is typically based around the Wideband
Networking Waveform (WNW); and the long
haul back to the command centres is based on
the Warfighter Information Network-Tactical
family of communications programmes. The
new Mobile User Objective System (MUOS)
waveform will provide a beyond-line-of-sight
SATCOM capability for the military. These run
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alongside the existing narrowband waveforms
like SINCGARS and AM/FM, VHF/UHF etc.
It is this combination of waveforms placed
in the correct form factor of SDR that creates a
network communications picture that
can push situation awareness data across the
battlefield.

nn KEY ENABLERS
A Thales spokesperson told DB: ‘SDR platforms
provide narrowband and wideband
capabilities, thus supporting high-data-rate
networking waveforms. SDR SCA standards
and technology are key enablers to support

interoperability/coalition waveforms.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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‘Interoperability –
ground-to-air, other land
units, foreign combat support units – is
mandatory as most of the operations abroad
are performed in coalition. This technology also
opens the door to versatile multi-mode,
multiband, multichannel radio platforms, thus

reducing inventories
and maintenance costs over the
life-cycle period, while providing flexibility
on the battlefield to adapt the waveform
choice according to the mission,’ the company
said.
Adrian Fitzgerald, senior business manager
at Altera, informed DB that multi-band
and multi-waveform radios are taking off in US
and NATO markets, and with the latest MUOS

Building waveforms
PrismTech is now allowing companies to develop their own waveforms that are compliant with
the SCA through its Spectra family, offered individually or as the DTP 4700 development and test
system.
Spectra CX provides a model-driven development environment for a computer that helps produce
the SDR model, validate SCA compliance and generate and test the source code that will go into the
radio. Spectra Object Request Broker is SDR middleware that provides a key part of the software
development environment – the software infrastructure inside the radio that supports interactions
between the component parts of the software and the waveform applications.
Spectra Core Framework is another key part of the software infrastructure code that goes into the
radio. It is a kind of boot application that manages the startup and shutdown of the waveforms hosted
by the radio. It is complex piece of code as it coordinates, schedules and mediates between all the
software components that make up the signal chain in an SDR.
Steve Jennis, senior VP of corporate development at PrismTech, said: ‘The SCA is a complex
specification and unless you have the tools to implement it correctly, it is like the difference between
banging a nail in with a hammer or banging it in with your hand. It is very painful to do it without the
right tools, so we provide the tools that in a software sense minimise the effort and pain.
‘It is still true that only the most advanced radio programmes use SDRs and as such, use SCA as their
software standard. If you are just buying chip technology and building a low-cost radio system for
generic requirements you don’t need this technology, but if you are doing advanced applications in
terms of EW, cyber warfare or multiband/multi-mode tactical radios then SDRs really do meet a need.’
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waveform
coming online new
‘MUOS-ready’ radios are being
developed that have a ‘sophisticated power
management loop’ for connecting from
handset to space that is well suited to FPGAs.
Furthermore, he said that the SDR ‘is being
miniaturised into a sub-function of other
systems, such as missiles and navigation. It
means more SDRs in military systems, with
‘common core’ radio designs. Altera is
working with Lime Microsystems on
developing a programmable RF front end for
end-to-end programmability.
Dennis Moran, VP of government business
development at Harris, told DB that in the
three US government-developed SDR
waveforms – SRW, WNW and MUOS – there is
some flexibility in what spectrum they would
operate in.
‘From a practical perspective, L-band is very
convenient because it is a high waveform that
you can put many networks in… but that
being said, UHF is very robust, albeit you will
have fewer networks because your spectrum
allocation will be smaller,’ he said. ‘That is
a trade-off that the operations people
have to work with when they are defining
their network.’
Moran added that there are new waveforms
starting to develop. ‘There is the Next
Generation Narrowband Waveform, there are
other commercially developed wideband
waveforms… but that is work that is currently
ongoing. There are a lot of forums where
government and vendors come together to
discuss the nature of those waveforms because
obviously you want interoperability between
formations, regardless of what hardware device
you have decided to procure.’
www.digital-battlespace.com
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Crimson has a tunable bandwidth range through to 6GHz and four transmit and four receive channels. (Photo: Per Vices)

nn COST SAVINGS
Mike Jones, VP
and GM of
communications
and navigation at
Rockwell Collins,
said that this was one
of the successes of
the JTRS – the development of
protocols and waveforms that are now
available in repositories controlled by the US
DoD and OEMs.
‘OEMs and vendors have the ability to access
those waveforms and port them into an SDR
and that has been a large cost saving,’ he said.
Rockwell Collins achieved this when putting
the SRW on its ARC-210 air-to-ground radio as
well as demonstrating compatibility with
MUOS. ‘The ARC-210 SDR has demonstrated

the ability to take a waveform from the
repository, host it, and we have demonstrated
communication with radios that we did not
make,’ said Jones.
The company has taken this further with
the development of its TruNet system using
software-defined technology and creating
one- and two-channel airborne and ground
radios, ground radios for vehicles or manportable systems.
‘As we developed TruNet, we have been able
to reuse the waveforms – SRW, WNW, MUOS, V/
UHF,’ he added. ‘We could reuse that software
development that was from JTRS.
‘Is it possible to achieve interoperability? The
answer is yes. If you take the MUOS waveform
from the software repository and put it into a
Rockwell Collins radio, it will work and be able
to communicate with a competing radio.’

nn SPECIAL FORCES
Meanwhile, Moran said that there are other
waveforms that can be used, but this depends
on the customer. In the special forces market,
US Special Operations Command has been
‘aggressive in specifying new waveforms, but
that is because they need to operate in different
environments, in caves or buildings etc. So that
customer has been very open to new
commercially developed waveforms that can
be placed on the SDR.’
However, he added: ‘It does not have the
same rigour of interoperability that you have in
the radios procured by the army,
predominantly because it is smaller in numbers
and more focused in functionality.
‘If you have a company that develops a
compliant SDR waveform that is unique to a
particular mission set, that company
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The AN/PRC-154 Rifleman Radio uses the SRW and
has an L-band, UHF and GPS antenna. (Photo: Thales)

IDA 2: Dive deep into
Interference Analysis

would tend to offer its waveform or licence its
waveforms to a variety of software and
hardware developers and then move through
maturation, so that those companies can
offer a compliant solution to a particular
acquisition and [this] could become a
standard for a particular service.’
When Harris lost the initial JTRS contracts in
2004-5, it set out alone and developed the
Adaptive Networking Wideband Waveform
(ANW2), as existing waveforms at the time were
not mature. ANW2 was designed to sit in
between SRW and WNW to meet the demands
of dismounted soldiers and larger formations. It
has been offered to the DoD and adopted by
some services, but Harris offers ANW2 as a
complementary waveform with its products.

nn WIDE SPECTRUM
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Looking ahead, SDRs are set to expand
capabilities dramatically. It is not just about
voice and data communications any more –
there are EW, cyber warfare,
telecommunications and radar applications as
well as other multi-function capabilities
offered with one- and two-channel radios
A single-channel radio can both
communicate and conduct EW listening. If it
has to pass information back to a location
where the signals are processed, the radio just
uses the data communications portion of the
wideband waveforms, which can
accommodate both voice and data. As a
result, It means voice communications
can be conducted among a group of soldiers,
sailors, airmen or marines and they can
simultaneously move data.
Regarding dual-channel radio, Moran
explained: ‘It offers the ability to do voice and
data on channel one on the company
network and also do voice and data on
channel two into the platoon network.
And you can provide data and in some cases
voice connectivity between those two
channels in the form of interconnectivity
or cross-banding.’

nn CHALLENGES AHEAD
Victor Wollesen, CEO of Per Vices, told DB that
his company is following this example by

offering more functionality in its Crimson SDR,
which was launched in January.
‘What we are trying to do with SDR –
because they are software-defined, like
software – is to build very functional hardware
that allows a variety of applications to run on
top,’ he said. ‘As an example, Crimson can be
used for anything from capturing radio waves
or waveforms to radar applications,
telecommunication applications, hand radio
applications, or UHF/VHF intercept and/or
transmission operation – to be a backhaul,
basically to be a wireless mobile base station.
How we leverage all those different
applications is by use of a radio resource, an
antenna effectively.
‘By increasing the number of channels, you
are increasing the number of simultaneous
applications that you can conduct and use. You
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are also increasing the capabilities of those
applications.’
Crimson was developed following
feedback on the company’s earlier Noctar
system. Wollesen found that customers were
looking at:
• the frequency range which the system
could tune to – the wideband nature of the
device;
• the sampling heights – the instantaneous
bandwidth that could be captured at a
particular frequency;
• the number of channels – how many
concurrent antennas can be independently
tuned for receiving and transmitting;
• the data rate at which information can be
communicated from the device to a
computer or another user, and the accuracy
with which it can be done; and
• ease of use.

nn INDUSTRY’S THOUGHTS
Elsewhere, the Thales spokesperson added:
‘Multi-channel radios are clearly required by the
market. Miniaturisation and power
consumption are the main challenges, while
simplified mission planning and management
are key expectations.’
Meanwhile, Jones believes the challenges
ahead for SDRs are two-fold: ‘Working with
users to understand and refine the concept of
operation for all of this capability; and [then]
finding out what is the right way to use all this
technology and make it simple.’
There is an expectation that the simplicity of
technology should be there, as we are all
accustomed to the simplicity of our mobile
phones and tablets. Therefore, driving that
simplicity into military substantiation of SDRs is
the big challenge.
Jones explained that in commercial mobile
phone technology, the device is a receiver/
transmitter operating on low power. It
communicates a waveform signal a short
distance to a cell phone tower, which is fibreoptically wired across the world and the
waveform is re-transmitted from another tower
to the destination phone.
The military man-portable SDR is a receiver/
transmitter and powerful antenna – it does not
www.digital-battlespace.com
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have the land infrastructure, so has to create
more complicated networks formed with
people dropping in and out of them via
relay stations that move in and out of the
communication range.
‘In the military, the radio is the relay for an
ad-hoc SDR network. The challenge is having
enough power, as you need more than the
commercial world to establish the line-of-sight
links,’ said Jones.
Moran agreed. He noted that the
waveforms are the pipes where the IP traffic
(either the data in a message, PLI or voice
communications in VoIP) can move pretty
seamlessly, so the hard work that the services
are doing now is to nail down exactly what
information exchange requirements are
needed between a dismounted solider and
the HQ of a BCT.

‘The services are not wrestling with the
communications networks any more, what
they are wrestling with is the mission
command applications and what apps they
need to reside on Android and other devices
used by mounted and dismounted
[personnel] to control a particular operation.
What information do you need where and at
what time?’
Now that government-funded SDRs from
JTRS are hitting the market, Fitzgerald
highlighted future issues as being: cognitive
radio; the need for partial reconfiguration; an
ability for crypto capability in how the FPGA is
used; improvement is SWaP and reductions in
cost; growing numbers of waveforms; longer
battery life or lower power requirements; and
the need for more data and video, as critical to
the 21st century. DB
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Naval forces must balance the need for effective and timely
intelligence dissemination with ensuring personnel are not
overwhelmed by excessive data. Claire Apthorp reviews
some of the C2 systems entering service around the world.

T

he sophisticated sensing,
communications and weapon systems
carried on board modern naval vessels
provide commanders with a more detailed
picture of the battlespace than ever before.
Each system supplies the data to conduct ISR
missions, investigate, track and identify targets,
and conduct target acquisition and engagement
– effectively enabling better informed, missioncritical decisions in shorter timescales.
While such equipment adds to the
intelligence picture, it can also
contribute to an information
overload that taxes cognitive
decision-making processes
made by the operators,
particularly if each system is

stove-piped, or independent from the wider
situation awareness picture.

nn STAYING IN CONTROL
In order to overcome this challenge, naval
forces are seeking advanced C2 suites that can
draw together data generated by independent
operating systems and create a single coherent
picture of the battlespace.
An effective naval C2 system brings together
all ship-borne sensors, such as GPS, navigation

and surveillance radars, ESM and EO/IR
surveillance systems, and interfaces with
identification systems and/or weapon control
systems, in order to provide a complete realtime situation awareness picture.
By integrating all onboard systems, an
effective C2 solution helps reduce operational
personnel requirements while maintaining
operational efficiency.
The building blocks of effective C2 include
a modern, networked communications


Information
overload?

The UK’s Astute-class submarine fleet is being fitted with the External Communications System from SEA. (Photo: UK MoD Crown Copyright)
www.digital-battlespace.com
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Modern naval C2 offerings encompass all assets, from major surface combatants down to small
boats used by boarding parties. (Photo: UK MoD Crown Copyright)

cruisers and destroyers – with more to follow –
and are currently continuing on amphibious
assault ships and landing dock ships.
The manufacturer was one of five contractors
selected to compete for delivery orders under
the CANES IDIQ contract in August 2014, along
with BAE Systems Technology Solutions &
Services, General Dynamics C4 Systems, Global
Technical Systems and Serco.

nn DOWN BELOW

system able to handle the flow of information
through the chain of command.
Many programmes are under way by
naval forces worldwide to upgrade their
communications systems through legacy
updates, increased digitisation and
enhancement of networking capabilities, such
as the USN’s Consolidated Afloat Networks and
Enterprise Services (CANES) programme.

nn NEW MILESTONES
In June, CANES reached an important
milestone. Northrop Grumman successfully
completed the programme’s design,
development and limited deployment phase
on behalf of the navy, with a total of 37 shipsets
delivered for various classes of the fleet under a
design and limited production run contract
awarded in 2012.
CANES aims to take the USN’s networking
capabilities into the next decade, with five
legacy shipboard networks being consolidated
into a modern, common computing
environment across the fleet to upgrade cyber
security, C2, communications and intelligence,
and streamline logistics.
Northrop Grumman’s design, which takes a
modular, open-architecture approach and
utilises COTS components and software, will
reduce network variants across all platforms in
the fleet – including ships, submarines and land
sites. To date, CANES installations have been
completed on a number of aircraft carriers,

The UK has a similar programme under way
to update the communications backbone of
it submarine fleet.
In late 2014, SEA was awarded a contract
by BAE Systems to provide its External
Communications System (ECS) for the RN’s
whole submarine fleet. The company was
already under contract to supply the system for
five of the service’s Astute-class submarines,
with this new contract covering long lead
procurement and design activities
for the remaining submarines in the navy’s
fleet, including further Astute boats.
SEA’s ECS work builds on other
communications programmes conducted for
the RN submarines, including the Trafalgarclass Communications Coherency for
Submarines (CCSM) programme, which has
seen SEA introduce and common processing
and network infrastructure. The ECS has
also been supplied for the Vanguard class
(currently in system critical design review), and
is being supplied for Astute 1 and 2 under the
original contract, with the former currently
undergoing installation.
The Astute ECS programme covers the
platforms (boats 3 to 7), and will see SEA
introduce a complete ECS that builds on the
open architecture of the CCSM, allowing
legacy communications systems to be
integrated in a cohesive manner along with
new technologies. Astute 3 has been installed
and is now set to commence sea trials before
operational handover, while boat 4 is currently
undergoing installation.

nn FIRST TIME
‘The ECS will provide the Royal Navy with an
open, flexible, configurable and scalable
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communications architecture for the very first
time,’ Darren Boyle, senior principal consultant,
SEA, told Digital Battlespace. ‘Importantly, it will
also ensure commonality across all submarine
platforms – ECS ensures that equipment,
qualification, training, spares and technology
will be consistent across the entire navy.
‘The ECS architecture can be fitted to any
platform, as its scalable, modular design allows
for any size instantiation. Importantly for
customers, studies to date indicate that ECS can
also be fitted to surface ships and meet those
specific requirements, whilst necessitating no
changes to existing technology.’
According to Boyle, the ability to
accommodate legacy communications
equipment when upgrading naval
communications is a key requirement for
customers in the current market.
‘The introduction of new technologies
into existing designs is often perceived as
expensive, and as putting a real burden on
space, weight and power budgets,’ he said.
‘Other than the costs associated with new
technologies, a number of other challenges are
also facing communications in the naval
domain. In particular, the pace of change is
presenting an ongoing challenge, especially as
an increasing number of new capabilities and
technologies are being introduced into the
world of communications.
Boyle said that he believes the company’s
ECS provides a solution. ‘SEA’s ECS… allows for
the rapid insertion of these changes,’ he
continued. ‘The ECS architecture is identical
across all platforms and makes use of common
equipment wherever possible. As such, the
support and qualification solution is common
across all platforms and classes.’

nn EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
There are currently a number of emerging
technologies, including the move
towards networked, optical and acoustic
communications, as well as the use of RF
over fibre.
‘It is worth noting that the driver for the
technology changes is to speed up
communications to the platform, and the
technologies being pursued to enable this
www.digital-battlespace.com
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increase in data rate are generally looking at
new parts of the electromagnetic spectrum for
communications [SHF/EHF, optical],’ Boyle
added. ‘As more communication traffic is
required and expected for submarine
platforms, the most optimum data rates and
prioritising of traffic are required.
‘Technologies are therefore being
developed to manage the data transferred
to and from submarines, sending it over the
most efficient bearer at the optimum data
rate in order of priority.’
Elsewhere, the RN’s upcoming Type 26
Global Combat Ship will be fitted with an
integrated internal/external communications
system by Rohde & Schwarz under a contract
awarded by prime contractor BAE Systems. The
system’s core component is a new IP-based
switching system called NAVICS, which

interconnects the distributed onboard voice
terminals as well as all other subsystems for
internal and external communications via a
uniform IP network.
By using ruggedised conventional and
secure IT technology, the number of voice
terminals can be reduced and TEX
smartphones employed within securitycritical environments. A common
infrastructure will be set up for all services
on board, with an open architecture to
facilitate the integration of future
technologies, with operation of the system
to be managed through an intuitive GUI.

nn CENTRAL POSITION
BAE Systems has also awarded a contract to
Raytheon Anschutz for an Integrated
Navigation and Bridge System (INBS) for the

first three Type 26 vessels. This will be based on
the company’s Synapsis INBS, which can
integrate tactical components to provide
situational support. Its open architecture and a
shared computing environment allow a
workstation to integrate nautical functions and
make them available at a central position,
giving crew at-a-glance situational awareness.
Each workstation can be set up as a
standalone system or as a multi-functional
console; and the use of standard hardware and
a bespoke software framework with interfaces
to the ship’s backbone also enable the
Integrated Navigation System (INS) to scale up
to an Integrated Platform Management System
(IPMS).
Synapsis also promotes the consistent
use of information and data throughout the
whole navigation system and features
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central alert management as well as further
INS functions.

nn SCALABLE SOLUTIONS
The option to scale information systems up or
down to suit platform requirements is a key
enabler of flexible C2.
Selex ES is targeting this market with its
Architecture and Technologies Handling
Electronic Naval Applications (ATHENA)
combat management system (CMS). The
modular system is built on a scalable
architecture that can be customised to meet
the requirements of any class of vessel, from
patrol vessels up to aircraft carriers.
As well as providing information on the
tactical situation, the system supports the
planning and execution of operations
including: tactical information management;

fulfilment of force duties; management of antiair, anti-surface and anti-submarine warfare;
combat system resource management; and
system interoperability through tactical data
links and strategic data exchanges.
ATHENA automatically integrates data
collected by onboard sensors, compiles and
assesses the resulting tactical picture and
coordinates weapon systems through the
threat evaluation and weapon assignment
process. The system’s framework also enables
tactical and strategic interoperability in netcentric operations, with decision aids to support
the coordination of military assets, compilation
of the common operational picture with the
exchange of tactical information, controls and
orders, and the handling and processing of
operational messages to extract relevant data
for processing and display.

Scalability is provided through the system’s
open architecture concept and ‘plug and play’
hardware – including C/S data transfer network,
tactical computer units, Multi Data Link
Processor (M-DLP), multi-function consoles,
video distribution unit and data recording and
management unit – which allows the
configuration to be modified without affecting
the overall architecture.
Selex ES has built on its experience supplying
CMS solutions to naval forces worldwide,
including for the Italian Navy’s fast patrol boats
and Maestrale frigates; FREMM multi-mission
frigates and Cavour aircraft carrier, the latter of
which included the vessel C2 centre comprising
32 multi-function consoles to operate the CMS
system. It has also supplied the C2 system for
the UAE Navy’s Baynunah-class corvettes and
high speed Ghannatha patrol boats.
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nn MATTER OF TIME
Terma also provides scalable C2 solutions,
including C-Flex, which is designed to allow the
commander of a vessel to make time-critical
decisions and perform target engagement
activities for law enforcement, search and
rescue, peacekeeping and self-protection
missions.
C-Flex brings together various shipborne
sensors (including GPS, Gyro, ESM and
surveillance sensors) with identification
systems including Automatic Identification
System and Identification Friend or Foe in a
single fused display operated from multifunction consoles. System track data is plotted
on top of a sea chart, together with radar data
video from navigation and surveillance radars
to provide an integrated view of the tactical
situation.

Symbol and colour coding is used to clearly
differentiate between different information on
the screen, and a set of tools is available for
detection and analysis of abnormal or suspect
behaviours – such as a sudden change of
speed or direction of a vessel that is being
tracked – to support decision-making. C-Flex
also interfaces with the onboard weapon
system either via the fire control system or by
generating target designation outputs for
standalone weapon control systems. This
allows targets to be tracked and engaged with
the shipboard gun mounts.
The system can record EO surveillance
system video and written notes, and
automatically timestamps and synchronises
data to provide documentation of the mission
and any incidents for later review and/or
training purposes.

C-Flex is designed to meet the C2 needs of a
range of naval platforms, from small patrol craft
and amphibious vessels up to frigates and
corvettes. For the former, C-Flex can run from just
one multi-function console, while for the latter
the system can be scaled up to 24 consoles.
The system runs on COTS hardware and
software such as MS-Windows and Linux
operating systems. An open architecture
design has been achieved by separating the
core software from the operating system to
allow additional sensors and effectors to be
added as needed.
C-Flex can also be used for networked
operations, with Terma’s C-Link module
allowing for multiple vessels, shore
commands or airborne units such as maritime
patrol aircraft or search and rescue helicopters
able to share their situation displays over 
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C2 activity aboard the Royal Danish Navy’s
support ship HDMS Absalon. (Photo: Terma)

data links. Text messages can also be
transmitted across the network.

nn THE WIDER PICTURE
As network-centric operations continue to
develop, the ability for vessels to connect with
other platforms and command HQ, as well as
share an integrated maritime picture is
increasingly driving demand for C2 systems
that utilise SATCOM.
In 2011, Thales Canada was awarded a
contract by the Canadian DND and Canadian
Coast Guard (CCG) to deliver the
Interdepartmental Maritime Integrated
Command, Control and Communications
(IMIC3) project. This was designed to integrate
DND and CCG assets into a national maritime
picture for use by both departments, to
enhance the country’s maritime domain
awareness capabilities.
The contract has seen the company deliver a
robust national C2 network to CCG and DND
naval units at sea, as well as command centres
ashore, consisting of 70 of its Commander C3
nodes integrated through SATCOM networks.
The solution, which will provide coverage of
all areas of operation, goes beyond the simple
sharing of data to provide near-real-time
sharing of the consolidated national maritime
picture, including contact data, messages and
geo-referenced map overlays between vessels
and shore installations. It will be used to provide
an awareness of the volume, location and
nature of shipping activity and deliver deeper
analysis of trends and vulnerabilities in
Canadian waters.
Thales Canada completed successful
harbour and sea trials for phase one of the
project in October 2014. This focused on the
integration of shore-based IMIC3 systems with
the portable systems on CCG vessels using the
Iridium network, with phase two focused on
integration of the Royal Canadian Navy’s
Kingston-class vessels with IMIC3 over the
Inmarsat system.

nn SMALL VESSEL REQUIREMENTS
Terma has developed a tactical situational and
C2 system, C-RAID, which allows multiple small
platforms, such as rigid inflatable boats,

interceptors, landing craft or amphibious
vessels, to mobilise as a single connected team.
It is a radio-based self-healing data link network
that enables the sharing of information among
and between teams and coalition partners in
real time.
C-RAID has been specifically designed to
overcome the disadvantages of systems that
rely on slow voice communications and do not
provide blue force tracking for the
management of small assets. C-Raid supports
UHF, VHF and HF tactical radios, SATCOM/Wi-Fi
and allows multiple networks using different
protocols to communicate with each other.
The system’s tactical overview is composed
of a variety of onboard systems such as
navigation and position tracking sensors, AIS,
automatic radar plotting aids and full-motion
EO/IR video.

nn LANDING CRAFT
Elsewhere, Saab is also working on improving
the reliability of communications between
small vessels such as landing craft.
Marine Alutech is currently under contract to
deliver 12 Watercat M18 armoured modular
craft to the Finnish Defence Forces by 2016,
with the first three being delivered in June
2015. The high-speed landing craft – to be
known as the Finnish Navy’s Jehu-class or U700class amphibious assault craft – will be armed
with Saab’s dual weapon Trackfire remote
weapon station.
Trackfire includes a 12.7mm NSV machine
gun or 40mm grenade launcher mounted with
a co-axial PKM machine gun, with video tracker
module, sensor module and dual-command
HMI. This dual command consists of the fire
control panel, the control handle and gunner’s
display, and is designed to facilitate shared
capabilities, shorter response times and
reduced sensor-to-shooter cycles.
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Target and image data can be transmitted
within the platform, integrated into other
systems – including a range of weapons or nonlethal effects – for enhanced C2 capabilities; or
to other platforms for a shared picture of the
battlespace. As a self-contained subsystem, the
sensor module provides CCD TV, IR and laser
rangefinder channels for the operator.
Savox Communications will supply the
Savox IMP C2 system for the U700-class
vessels. This system will enhance the
interoperability of radios and communications
among the crew of the craft with gunners and
passengers. It includes intercom, radio and
phone connectivity combined with an
Ethernet network. The 100Mb Ethernet
backbone is designed for transmission of
both voice and data and integration with
navigation aids, engine management systems,
RWS, sensors and camera systems to facilitate
complete C2 of the vehicle.

nn IMP CAPABILITIES
Savox IMP has been developed to target the
requirements of demanding environments,
providing high-quality speech transmission and
a man-wearable personnel control unit with
voice command capability and adaptive VoX
algorithms allowing voice operated
communication on open vessels in rough terrain
environments while travelling at high speeds.
The quantity of information available to
commanders in the maritime environment is
increasing all the time as more and more data
collecting systems are installed on naval vessels.
Making sense of this data in a timely manner
requires advanced C2 capabilities that can
integrate feeds and formulate intelligence from
the disparate systems. Doing so provides
commanders with the ability to make decisions
more efficiently, in shorter timescales, to effect
greater mission success. DB
www.digital-battlespace.com
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The rugged computer sector moves
quickly in the military sphere, albeit
not quite at the pace of its commercial
counterpart, with companies looking
to innovate to secure contracts.
Andrew White provides a round-up
of market developments.

Ruggedised laptops are being supplanted
by tablet-style devices for some frontline
applications. (Photo: USMC)

A

s C4ISTAR technology proliferates across
armed forces worldwide, demand for
suitable and robust end user devices
(EUDs) to process, exploit and disseminate
this information remains critical.
Traditionally, ruggedised laptops have
lagged behind their commercial counterparts,
as longer defence procurement cycles
generally dictate requirements for models that
last for extended periods of time before having
to be upgraded.
As one industry source explained to Digital
Battlespace, commercial models are usually
replaced with next-generation software and
form factors every 18 months or so, compared
to three or four years between EUDs in the
ruggedised military market.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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At full
strength
As an example, Panasonic’s CF-19 and CF-31
Toughbook models have been used by NATO
armed forces for over five years now.
However, as with all computer-based
technology, development of tablets,
smartphones and laptops continues at pace and
militaries around the globe are seeking IP-based
solutions capable of being easily and quickly
upgraded with software as and when updates

are available, similar to waveforms programmed
on board software-defined radios.

nn BREAKING POINTS
Additionally, industry must consistently
attempt to design and develop robust enough
solutions, the likes of which infantrymen will
do their utmost to break and destroy –
accidentally, of course.
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Getac’s V110 and F110 use fifth-generation
Intel processors. (Image: Getac)

Panasonic’s director for US DoD sales, James
Poole, told DB how a technological revolution
had already started. Tablet EUDs are slowly
beginning to replace ruggedised laptops
such as the Toughbook series. However, he
reaffirmed how the extent and pace of such
change would depend on financial constraints
moving forward.
According to Poole, a tablet EUD could cost
approximately $2,200 compared to the
company’s Toughbook option which costs
roughly an additional $1,000, thereby
displaying significant cost savings.
The ruggedised EUD market is also
witnessing significant SWaP improvements as
militaries seek to lessen the loads carried by
warfighters. Poole explained how a Toughbook
weighed 4kg, with Panasonic’s G1 and M1
EUDs at anywhere between 0.7kg and 1kg.
Similarly, EUDs are being programmed to
fulfil a variety of roles ranging from logistics
and maintenance, repair and overhaul
through to dissemination of ISR imagery and
target acquisition.
Latest iterations of the technology continue
to see further miniaturisation of hardware, as
well as increased integration of wireless
networking, including 3G modems, GPS and
USB3.0 connectivity.

Dismounted warfighters routinely wear
gloves as part of their personal protective
equipment so this consideration must be
clearly taken into account with any
ruggedised EUD. Fujitsu has designed one
such solution, allowing an operator to use
‘gesture-based’ technology.
The company is now marketing its Tablet
Stylistic V535, which it says has been designed
for rough environments and has water and
dust resistance as well as an 8.3in display made
with reinforced glass. The device can be
connected to 4G/LTE, NFC, GPS and GLONASS,
while hosting the Windows 8.1 operating
system, and is also ready for upgrade to
Windows 10. The tablet can survive a drop of
1.8m and has a battery runtime of 6.5 hours.
Elsewhere, users continue to place emphasis
on reducing the electronic signature of EUDs
and the ability to read screens in sunlight, as
well as providing security from cyber attack and
minimisation of light emission.
Furthermore, work into haptic technology,
allowing a user to feel texture on the screen of
an EUD, continues, with interested companies
including Rockwell Collins and Fujitsu – the
latter working on ‘textured mapping’ for the
military market.

nn TOUCHING BASE

An industry source explained to DB: ‘There is
definitely a trend towards ruggedised tablets…
due to having no keyboard and fewer external
ports. Also, flash-based storage technology
means there are zero moving parts, again
making it easier to toughen.

Elsewhere, touch-based interfacing continues
to gather pace, although application in the
military market, where soldiers could be
wearing gloves or may be operating an EUD in
the rain, has yet to fully mature.

nn TABLET FORM
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‘There could also be interesting
developments on the horizon, with innovations
[such as] a combination of desktop and tablet
operating systems with attachable keyboards.’
Multiple soldier modernisation efforts
worldwide, including the US Army’s Nett
Warrior and France’s FELIN programme, have
toyed with ruggedised EUDs, while evaluation
of systems have also been conducted during
military free fall serials and with smartphones
integrated on sniper weapon systems,
doubling up as ballistic calculators.
Despite widespread utility on the tactical
battlefield, a general trend towards this
technology has gathered pace in the airborne
environment, both rotary- and fixed-wing, as
well as the joint terminal attack controller
(JTAC) and special operations communities.
Indeed, in 2014, the USAF procured 1,000
tablets for an evaluation process to consider
how best to transition from ruggedised laptops
to this form factor.

nn BEING PERSISTENT
One of the most interesting utilities for
ruggedised EUDs has been the first
demonstration of DARPA and Raytheon’s
Persistent Close Air Support (PCAS) system,
conducted on 27 March.
PCAS is being acquired to provide delivery of
airborne munitions in support of ground forces
in a quicker and more effective manner than
existing concepts, which have been criticised
for taking too long. It requires ‘intricate’
coordination between combat aircrews,
ground elements and JTACs, a DARPA
spokesperson informed DB.
The PCAS programme comprises air and
ground elements, with the latter consisting
of a weapons management, ISR and
communications system integrated on
board a modular Smart Launcher Electronics
(SLE) device.
‘[The SLE EUD] focuses on technologies to
enable sharing of real-time situational awareness
and weapons systems data through approaches
designed to work with almost any aircraft.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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‘PCAS envisions more precise, prompt and
easy air-ground coordination for CAS and other
missions under stressful operational conditions
and seeks to minimise the risk of friendly fire and
collateral damage by enabling the use of smaller
munitions to hit smaller, multiple or moving
targets. This capability is critically important in
urban environments,’ it was added.
DARPA said the SLE device had been
designed to enable ‘plug-and-play hosting of
tactical software and mounting of equipment
on almost any aircraft’.
To date, the USAF A-10 CAS platform has
been used in collaboration with the SLE,
although the capability can be transferred to
multiple airborne platforms, including
unmanned aircraft.
The Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons
Division and the Air Force Research

Laboratory’s Rome laboratories have designed
two interoperable PCAS-Ground software
applications that can be operated on any
Android EUD, with obvious requirements for
ruggedisation as the effort moves to supplying
an operational variant.

nn KILSWITCH ENGAGED
The USMC version is called the Kinetic
Integrated Low-cost SoftWare Integrated
Tactical Combat Handheld (KILSWITCH) and
this was successfully deployed in Afghanistan
with special purpose marine air-ground
task forces and marine expeditionary units,
with a total of 750 systems tested from
2013 onwards.
‘Marines have implemented Android tablets
in the thousands, and field reports document
dramatically improved navigation, situational

awareness, fires coordination and
communications,’ DARPA explained.
‘During the full system demonstration,
an IOC JTAC used a PCAS-Ground tablet to
identify a target position near an unmanned
truck and communicate its position to the
PCAS-Air module inside a USMC MV-22
Osprey… via a digital link added to the
MV-22 as part of the PCAS modifications.
‘PCAS enabled both the JTAC and the
aircraft’s weapon systems officer, who also
had a PCAS-Ground tablet, to share real-time
information, enabling them to quickly
confirm the shot and execute the order,’
it was added.
The SLE’s all-digital architecture leverages
commercial IT products, including open
interfaces, service-oriented software, element
modularity and mobile applications.
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The Panasonic Toughpad FZ-G1 can be used as
an expeditionary UAV GCS. (Photo: Panasonic)

nn AIRBORNE OPTIONS
At the Paris Air Show in June, German company
ESG unveiled several EUDs to the market,
aiming to fill requirements for ruggedised C2
and mission management applications.
The company’s lightweight Airborne
Operator Console has been designed with
rotary-wing platforms in mind. The system has
already been integrated on aircraft including
CH-53, EC135 and EC145 helicopters.
According to ESG, the EUD comprises either
one or two multi-function touchscreen devices,
with either a 23in or two 15.4in displays
respectively, with the latter resembling an ‘over
and under’ form factor. The systems are already
in service with German security forces, a
company source informed DB.
Another growing area in the realm of
ruggedised EUDs is the use of ‘electronic
kneeboards’ or tablets that can be worn on the
thigh of a pilot or crew member, allowing them
to manipulate it while seated and during flight.
ESG’s Mission Tablet Computer (MTC) is
designed to be carried in a thigh pocket and is
capable of being operated in tandem with the
operator console or standalone.
Measuring 9in, the MTC incorporates a night
vision imaging system and an Intel Core i7
multicore processor, plus 8GB of RAM as well as
serial connections and Ethernet access.

The MTC can be used in ‘operating’ and
‘planning’ modes, with the former using
mapping software that can run blue force
tracking overlays as well as an ability to enable
IR imagery, transmission and receipt of data
and communications. The MTC planning mode
is optimised for operations room applications,
including data management and portable
flight planning software such as FalconView.

nn ELECTRONIC KNEEBOARDS
Elsewhere, German company Miccavionics also
unveiled an electronic kneeboard for C2
applications. Called the Situation Mission
Awareness Software (SIMAS) system, the EUD
forms part of the French Army Light Aviation
programme’s C2 support system.
Also at the Paris Air Show, French company
IRTS unveiled a series of ruggedised EUDs
including a night vision-compatible
touchscreen electronic kneeboard that has
already been integrated on board Airbus
Helicopters’ EC725 rotary-wing platform, in
service in Brazil.
The EUDs, available with 8, 10 and 12in
displays, can be integrated with data storage
servers, with an ability to be ‘zeroised’ for
security should the device be compromised or
captured by enemy forces. According to IRTS,
the systems have been designed for an
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undisclosed customer in the Middle East
seeking a battle management system (BMS) for
armoured solutions including main battle tanks
and infantry fighting vehicles.
As with most C4ISTAR technology currently
on the market, ruggedised computers have
not escaped developments to miniaturise
form factors.
One of the smallest variants, brought to the
market earlier this year, is Arnouse Digital
Devices Corporation’s (ADDC’s) BioDigital 9
family of ‘credit card-sized’ personal computers,
according to the company.
Speaking to DB, C2 UK (which distributes the
technology in the UK) explained how the
market for rugged laptops and tablets has been
dominated by the utility of the end product in
either of its formats.

nn SUSTAINABLE PROCESSING
‘A tablet is now replacing the rugged laptop in
order to address the SWaP constraints of the
dismounted soldier and the laptop is, in the
main, addressing the application of the tactical
operations centre/forward operating base in
order to provide a sustainable processing
capability in harsh environments,’ explained C2
UK’s Stewart Burton.
‘Tablets and laptops are rarely used within
vehicle applications given the requirement to
receive or process critical data on the move –
think of using them on a roller-coaster. Market
drivers will, of course, be focused on the
associated IP/MIL STD rating of the units
with battery life, processing power and OS
following thereafter.
‘The downside of this focus on a single
device impacts heavily on the through-life costs
and upgrade paths of any delivered hardware
solution when Moore’s Law is taken into
consideration, impacting on an additional
procurement path every two to five years when
the entire unit is replaced.’
The BioDigital 9 series is equipped with
an Intel CPU, up to 8GB of DDR3 memory
and 128GB SSD. Requiring between 5V and
www.digital-battlespace.com
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10V power, the computers can accommodate
both USB 2.0 and USB 3.0, allowing them to be
connected to ‘smart’ body armour vest
solutions such as BAE Systems’ Broadsword
e-textile.
‘The BioDigitalPC 9 is able to run any x86
operating system, including Windows,
Windows Server, LINUX, CentOS, RHEL, Ubuntu
and many others. It is fully compatible with
older BioDigitalPC docking stations and is ready
to provide a mobile computing experience
with just a moment’s notice. The card is hotswappable and contains a built-in graphics
card,’ Burton added.
The family of systems is waterproof,
dust-proof and fire-resistant, and includes a
rugged epoxy coating ringed with anodised
aluminium, allowing the computer to
operate in harsh conditions. The computers
can also operate between -40°C and
110°C, as well as withstanding forces up
to 3,000G.

but the through-life costs of the procured
capability. A system upgrade is now userbased by removing the card, as you would
your credit card from the ATM, and replacing
it with the latest variant without the need to
replace the associated docking station or
vehicle installation, and by doing so delivers a

reusable and sustainable user interface in any
military environment.
‘Additionally, this approach means that
one solution can be used in multiple areas
or even be transferred from one vehicle to
another, with the vehicle, in essence, merely
being a docking station irrelevant of which 
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nn POWER PLAYS
According to C2 UK, one of the main selling
points of this micro-computer technology,
besides the obvious weight and size savings,
is its ability to run on far less power than larger
rugged laptops. According to a company
source, the PC 9C8, one of the models in the
family, relies on roughly half the amount of
power required to run a regular-sized laptop.
Connected to a docking station via a single
multi-pin connection, the computers can be
integrated with keyboards and screens or
other EUDs such as tablets or larger operations
room-based computer systems. Once
disconnected, the PC 9C8 leaves zero data
on the host platform.
‘The approach taken by C2UK and ADDC is
one that changes the current dynamics of
rugged computing in that the fully integrated
x86 computer module is the core of the
computing solution irrelevant of whether
it is used in an FOB, dismounted solution,
vehicle or any other arduous environments,’
said Burton.
‘The BioDigitalPC approach provides
multiple benefits and addresses, not just the
SWaP-based drivers from a user’s perspective
www.digital-battlespace.com
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The Toughbook-based OSRVT for controlling
the Shadow is being upgraded. (Photo: Textron)

type of platform this may be.’ Sources
informed DB that the product was currently
undergoing evaluation with the NSA.

nn GETTING TOUGH
Panasonic is promoting its latest Toughpad
range of 5in EUDs for ‘mobile’ operations. The
voice- and data-capable devices can include
integrated Windows Embedded 8 Handheld
or Android operating systems. The EUD was
first made available on 13 January, with
Panasonic targeting military users as well as
law enforcement and humanitarian aid/
disaster-relief organisations.
‘The 5in device is designed for mobile
workers who need a rugged device that can
handle voice and data in the field or in
challenging environments, with hot swap
capabilities and quick charging features to
enable users to keep working when on the
move or in the field,’ the company told DB.
Additionally, the glove-enabled
touchscreen and outdoor-viewable
display with integrated high-resolution
camera and barcode reader allow for tactical
use in all environments, with the EUD

retaining the same rugged standards for
‘knocks, drops, extreme temperatures,
water and dust protection’ as previous
Toughbook iterations. The EUDs are rugged
up to MIL-STD-810G.
In April, Getac unveiled next-generation
ruggedised variants of its F110 tablet and
V110 convertible notebook, both fitted with
Intel’s fifth-generation Broadwell technology
processor (2.2GHz), providing improved
power efficiency and battery life.
Both devices feature 11.6in HD screens with
Getac’s own Lumibond 2.0 technology for
visibility in bright sunlight, also allowing for
touchscreen usage in the rain or while
wearing gloves. The system can also be
operated with a stylus.
Running Windows 7 or 8.1 Pro, the EUDs
weigh 1.98kg, have a battery life up to 13
hours and are capable of operating between
-21°C and 60°C.
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nn UNMANNED SUPPORT
Ruggedised laptops and tablets are also
continuing to enjoy an increasing
expeditionary utility as ground control stations
(GCS) for UAVs.
Panasonic’s Toughpad FZ-G1 tablet, for
example, has been converted into such a
system for Flying Production’s Da-Vinci VTOL
UAS, providing a ‘click and fly’ functionality.
The tablet runs on the Windows 8 Pro 64-bit
operating system and provides an operator
with an HD daylight monitor with touchscreen
interface, a pair of three-axis joysticks,
ruggedised pad switches, hot-swap battery
and eight-hour battery life.
Elsewhere, the company’s Toughbook
now provides the spine of the GCS for
Lockheed Martin’s Indago UAV. Similar to the
Toughpad, the device features a touchscreen
interface with thumb sticks and buttons,
while an operator has the ability to present
multiple in-screen displays of mapping, fullmotion video and IMINT from the platform’s
ISR sensors.
In May, the US Army revealed plans to
upgrade over 3,100 Textron Systems OSRVT
(One System Remote Viewing Terminals) over
the next two years. The OSRVT is used to
control UAVs, including the Shadow.
Upgrades in the Increment II programme
will feature improved hardware and
software configurations including a
bi-directional antenna, more powerful
radio and human-machine interface, all
of which will be integrated on board a
Panasonic Toughbook, again including
touchscreen technology.
Plenty of potential remains for ruggedised
EUDs moving forwards, and it appears such
a revolution is now starting to take shape.
Once the various soldier modernisation
efforts around the world finally coalesce
and provide widespread optimal capability,
battlefield use of these rugged devices could
rise exponentially. DB
www.digital-battlespace.com
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Countering the ever-evolving IED
threat remains a core task for many
militaries. (Photo: US DoD)

The asymmetric threat of
IEDs persists and
continues to evolve
despite the drawdown in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
Jonathan Tringham
examines how industry is
attempting to stay one
step ahead of the militias.

On the hunt
I

n today’s operational theatres,
IEDs continue to represent a
ubiquitous and indiscriminate
threat to both military and civilian
personnel. In conflict zones across
Afghanistan, Africa, Iraq and Syria,
cash-strapped militias continue to
rely on inexpensive, easily assembled
IEDs to deliver strategic effect
against much larger and well
equipped adversaries.
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Despite the official military
drawdown in Iraq and Afghanistan, the
use of such devices to target both
military and civilian personnel shows
no signs of abating. On 24 April, the
Taliban officially announced the
beginning of the ‘fighting season’,
stating that ‘it would target foreigners
and Afghan government officials’.
According to a report on security
and stability in Afghanistan issued to

Congress by the US DoD the same
month, IEDs continue to represent
the number one threat to US
and allied forces in the region,
causing the most civilian and
military casualties.
Insurgents are continuing to
conduct ‘high-profile and complex
attacks against individuals, population
centres and remote outposts’, and
attacks involving the use of IEDs in 
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Speaking to Digital Battlespace, Ian
Redwood, product manager at UK-based
defence manufacturer Chemring Technology
Solutions, said IEDs had proven themselves
over time to be the weapon of choice for
asymmetric warfighters.
‘IEDs are here to stay,’ he said. ‘The reason for
this is they are rapidly and cheaply assembled
from components available everywhere, it
takes relatively low skill levels to put them
together and they have proven to be quite
problematic for allied forces. As articulated by
[US Army] Gen Barbero, “they are the artillery of
the 21st century”. They deliver strategic effect.’

nn EVOLVING PRACTICES

IAI Elta’s MIDS combines ground-penetrating
radar with a metal detector. (Image: IAI Elta)

strategically important areas, such as the
Kabul province/security zone, are increasing.

nn KABUL FOCUS
The report states: ‘Although IED incidents
increased within these strategic areas, highprofile attacks involving suicide bombings –
either person-borne IEDs or vehicle-borne
IEDs – did not. The strategic value of Kabul is
well known to the insurgency, and RS [Resolute
Support] leaders expect continued attempts to
demonstrate insurgent strength through
violence in Kabul.’
Recognising the omnipresence of this threat
in virtually all conflict zones, NATO issued an
updated counter-IED (C-IED) plan in October
2013, which emphasised the need to
‘institutionalise C-IED in the NATO command
and force structures… [and to] support nations’
efforts in doing the same’.
According to NATO documentation: ‘[The
C-IED Action Plan] guides the alliance’s efforts
to reduce the effects of IEDs, and acts as an
umbrella for the coordination of the various
actors involved in C-IED. It covers all levels of
C-IED, from the strategic to the tactical.’

The adaptability of IEDs to almost any situation
has been revealed in the constantly changing
methods of construction and deployment.
Tactics have included planting devices on
people, animals and roads, as well as
detonating them via tripwires, pressure plates
and mobile phones.
‘Clearly the IED threat evolves all the time,
and we are in a cycle of response and counterresponse,’ continued Redwood. ‘So we will put
together a response, the enemy will put
together a counter-response and we will
respond again, so it’s a matter of us trying to
stay ahead of the game of how IEDs develop.
‘And they certainly do develop – as soon as
we find a means of getting ahead of that
game, then [the adversary’s] IED results
become less effective, and so the goalposts
change again. Some of that is cyclical and
tends to go back to some of the earlier forms
of IEDs, but we can’t relax, because it could
always move in any direction that technology
can move in the future.’
Understandably, Redwood was reluctant to
point to the specific IED capabilities currently
being developed by insurgents in active
conflict zones for the simple reason that to do
so would tip off the measures allied forces were
deploying to neutralise them.
‘It’s a constant cycle of trying to think one or
two steps ahead of the enemy, and then as
many steps ahead of that as possible, to work
out where your technology should go, where
you should be developing and how you might
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mitigate future threats,’ he explained, noting
that one observable trend was a reduction in
the level of sophistication of the IEDs being
deployed over time, as insurgents sought to
make their devices harder to detect.
‘Effectively it’s a movable feast, always. IEDs
have been around in many different forms,
as long as asymmetric warfare has been
around, and asymmetric warfare has been
around for centuries.’

nn HANDHELD DEVICES
On 20 April, Chemring Technology Solutions
launched its interchangeable handheld IED
detector for both wires and metal, dubbed
the GroundHunter Multi Head Detection
System (MHDS).
Redwood said the GroundHunter MHDS
represented the world’s first combined
interchangeable command wire and
metal detector.
According to company documentation, the
system offers two sensor heads – the
Command Wire Detector 100 (CWD100) and
Metal Detector 100 (MD100).
The lightweight system can be folded to
make it more compact and allows multiple
heads to be carried by a single operator. The
common user interface also helps reduce the
training burden – a major problem for resourcestrapped militaries.
‘The GroundHunter MHDS is designed to
be openly available, for worldwide use, and
it will be particularly of use to nations who
are looking to develop a capability,’ said
Redwood.
He added that the GroundHunter MHDS
represented a significant step forward in threat
detection capability for smaller forces. ‘The idea
is that its delivering other advantages – for
example it’s designed to reduce soldier weight
burden. You’re effectively getting two detectors
for the price of one, and most importantly for
the weight of little more than one.’
Chemring has implemented a strategy
whereby the GroundHunter MHDS would form
the foundation of a standardised series of IED
detection heads.
‘We as a firm have decided that we will
mount all of our future heads on this stock…
www.digital-battlespace.com
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which then gives you a stronger through-life
investment,’ he said.

nn BURIED DEEP
Redwood said that while depth of detection
was classified, GroundHunter was designed to
seek for buried items and command wires,
and would find the components of those IEDs
that had metal in their composition.
‘If your IED has metal components – and the
components of an IED are usually comprised
of the container, main charge, initiator, the
trigger or switch, and then the power source –
if any of those have metal in, then the metal
detector will find it, given equal play of all
other factors,’ he said. ‘Command wires are
typically over 20m in length, where an enemy
seeks stand-off – for whatever reason – and it
will find those too.’

Redwood noted that the design
incorporated a number of features designed
to mitigate common issues experienced by
man-portable detection devices.
‘Because the [CWD100] has both
transmitter and receiver built into it, as
opposed to other detectors that are available
on the market, it does not require external
infrastructure to transmit radio signals that it
can detect in that wire,’ he said.
It also avoids the orientation issues found
with other detectors, some of which will only
work if they cut a wire at a specific angle.
Redwood said that following current trends,
the market for IED scanning equipment was
likely to grow, particularly due to escalating
conflicts internationally.
‘There is clearly a market for IED detectors,
and the market is growing as we seek to move

the front line forwards into other nations, and
for them to tackle these threats in their own
lands,’ said Redwood.
‘I suppose as threats migrate and transfer,
then this technology will start to have other
applications… other than military. When
you look at the recent rules for humanitarian
de-mining, it now includes countering
IEDs – that’s a recent shift as to what the
UN is telling its humanitarian de-miners to
get on with,’ he concluded.

nn UNDER PROTECTION
Elsewhere, Thales has developed a range of
C-IED devices specifically targeted at force
protection of ground and vehicular troops
engaged in route-clearing operations.
‘IEDs and RCIEDs will remain a major threat
for a long time in many areas and theatres 
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Optical processing technology
Defence contractor Raytheon’s UK subsidiary has developed a vehicle-mounted stand-off IED
scanner dubbed Soteria, which uses optical processing technology to provide HD IED detection,
confirmation and diagnosing capability, with a low false alarm rate.
In manned vehicle configuration, Raytheon claims Soteria can confirm and diagnose threats
from a safe (but unspecified) distance, to ensure maximum protection of troops and vehicles.
Soteria’s roof-mounted sensor detects the components of roadside bombs by ‘seeing’ into the
ground ahead of a vehicle, and feeds the shape, size, orientation and exact location of mines and
IEDs to an in-vehicle display.
The system provides a user interface with one-touch scanning, day or night operability and
easy-to-disseminate imagery with assisted target recognition.
Prior to launch, Soteria was put through a comprehensive range of theatre-simulated field trials,
during which it was able to detect and classify various explosive devices.
Crucially, it was also able to detect components with low and zero metal content, which pose
the biggest problems for current technologies such as ground-penetrating radar. The system is
also completely agnostic to target makeup, giving it the flexibility to be used against future
battlefield threats.
In a video presentation issued following the launch of Soteria in July 2013, Peter Langsford,
chief defence technology officer at Raytheon UK, said the trials were conducted both in the UK,
and in ‘more representative environments’ abroad.
‘We’ve [conducted] blind tests where we’ve not known what components have been buried or
where they’ve been buried, and in these cases we’ve detected all of those components with no
false positives,’ he said at the time.
‘Soteria… is designed for a medium-sized military vehicle, so we’ve tried it out on a military
Land Rover. But the same system would be easily fitted to the more robust platforms [UK forces]
have in-theatre.’
Langsford noted that Raytheon had also developed a compact system which could be integrated
onto unmanned ground vehicles, such as those used by EOD specialists and bomb disposal units.

of military operations, such as Southeast Asia,
the Middle East and Africa,’ a Thales C-IED
source told DB. ‘[Our] portfolio provides
different solutions for counter-IED that are
able to be used for convoy protection and
soldier protection.
‘Specifically in the field of counter
RCIEDs, [we] supply vehicle-mounted and
handheld electronic protection solutions
able to block and inhibit the triggering
radio signals, while preserving friendly
communications,’ said the source, noting
that its RCIED electronic protection
equipment is in service with several NATO
and allied forces.
The company has two flagship products in
this area – the vehicle-mounted Eclipse

counter-RCIED electronic protection system
and the man-portable Storm-H individual
protection system.
‘The Eclipse is the new generation of RCIED
protection system for vehicles,’ said the source.
‘It has been a part of our portfolio since 2013.
Eclipse is already in operation in the Far East,
and the previous generations are in use in
many theatres, including Afghanistan and
Africa – these will soon be replaced by Eclipse.’
Eclipse is designed to neutralise any IED
threat in the 20-2,500MHz spectrum. The
system is modular, scalable and comprises
four independent transmitters with 50W RF
output each. It is operated by an RC unit and
is designed to provide the soldier with a
full-spectrum threat sensing capability that
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offers real-time and offline data exploitation
features.

nn DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS
Eclipse can be configured to target different
threat frequencies using wideband exciters,
wideband power amplifiers and efficient
inhibition (or jamming) waveforms. The
system works by blocking the radio signals
used to trigger RCIEDs, such as low-power
radio, PMR, SATCOM, mobile phones and
other wireless devices.
The company says Eclipse can also be
upgraded in-theatre via waveform and
technology insertion, increasing its frequency
range to 6GHz, and its sectorial directionfinding capacity up to 2.5GHz.
The system can be integrated onto either
the exterior or interior of the vehicle, and uses
one multi-band transmit antenna and one
multi-band receive antenna. Multiple vehicles
can operate the system in convoy using an
Eclipse synchronisation feature.
According to company documentation,
the architecture allows embedded integrity
and validation capability thanks to in-field
go/no-go test results without the need for
external equipment.
On a smaller scale, the handheld Storm-H
RCIED protection system offers portable ECM
capabilities and is configurable to frequency
ranges from 20-470MHz, 800-1,000MHz and
1,700-2,000MHz in the 2G band and 2,0002,500MHz in the 3G band.

nn ISRAELI INTEGRATION
Meanwhile, Israel’s IAI Elta has developed
the Counter-IED and Mine Suite (CIMS) – an
integrated protection system designed to
scan, detect and identify surface and
subsurface IEDs, mines and roadside bombs.
Ofer Sharon, CIMS project manager, told
DB that the threat IEDs posed was persistent –
it had remained despite advances in detection
technology, and was even growing in
some areas.
‘First of all, [IEDs] are changing all the time –
[insurgents] are communicating with each
other, and we have to understand that this is
the way the world works. For example, one
www.digital-battlespace.com
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thing that we have seen is that because of the
[C-IED] devices that have been deployed in the
last ten years, the use of RF-activated IEDs has
been going down because of [the success of]
devices that have been deployed against that.
‘Instead, [the insurgents] have moved back
to basically two wires. So they are reacting. The
only thing I can say is that [now] we basically
look at the IED – we don’t look for the operating
systems or anything else. So we make it harder
on them because we are focusing on the
charge itself, not anything around it that you
can move away. In order for an IED to be there,
the IED must be there. They are simple
operating mechanisms.’
To address the multiplicity of ways IEDs were
being deployed against the IDF and other
forces around the world, IAI Elta has developed
interoperable systems designed to scan both
surface and subsurface threats.
‘We deal both with buried threats – this is
mainly by integrating the mine and IED
detection system [MIDS] that comes from Elta –
and above ground threats, which are [primarily]
roadside bombs,’ Sharon explained.
The whole system sits on top of a combat
engine and mission management system, and
it has been designed to accept extra sensors.
‘We take the understanding that there is no
single magic bullet, there is no one sensor that
will do the job,’ added Sharon. ‘We are now
using both radar and optics that look
independently for the IEDs. Then we fuse the
data and investigate with a third device, which
is multi-spectral IR.’

nn AUTOMATIC SCANNING
The scanning is done automatically, spanning a
270° arc out to 100m – the distance being
dictated by operational need, rather than
technical capability.
‘We took a radar and we changed it quite a
bit, and I think we made one of the first SAL
radars that works from a wheeled vehicle. The
radar was pretty much the same size, but we
needed completely different processing and to
change the bandwidth quite a bit. It’s really a
new radar based on the existing technology.
‘In terms of optics, we took advantage of the
fact that there are gigapixel cameras today, and
www.digital-battlespace.com
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we mainly developed the algorithms to
automatically scan the picture, and locate the
IEDs inside automatically, so it’s a sensor all by
itself,’ said Sharon.
Over time, the company will look to
develop the system by adding sensors and
refining its algorithms through ongoing
testing and operational feedback.
‘The other area I think we will expand is
investigation sensors,’ he added. ‘What
happens is, you have detections, but
sometimes you want to be surer of those
detections. You want to make sure whether
it’s an IED so you can escape it, and that goes
to investigation sensors.’
Sharon noted further investment into
management systems was likely in order to
reduce the operating complexity and
minimise the training burden for operators.
‘From talking to customers, there is a lot of
equipment that is not being used because the
customers cannot train enough people to
operate it – it’s too complex to operate.’

nn GAMING KNOWLEDGE
CIMS uses a simple GUI that adopts standard
NATO symbology: ‘Basically if you’ve ever
played enough computer games as a 12 year
old, you will learn to operate it in ten minutes,’
Sharon explained.
‘You can put [the system display] over a map
or on aerial pictures of your target, and you will
automatically understand where the IEDs are
sited – it’s pretty [simple]. The whole
complexity lies behind it in the management
system – the operator gets simple answers.’
The MIDS component of the CIMS comprises
two technologies. One is a ground-penetrating
radar capable of detecting mines and other
devices up to half a metre. The other device is a
metal detector that can scan up to a depth of
1.5m and find different objects in the ground.
‘The system can be utilised for two types of
mission: route clearing and [charge recovery];
and humanitarian de-mining,’ said Ronen Wolf,
MIDS project manager at IAI Ramta.
‘Based on the application of the customer,
we can adjust the system size and spec
accordingly to cover different route sizes
and width. Currently, the system can pinpoint

Chemring’s GroundHunter can search for
metal or command wires. (Photo: Chemring TS)

and detect a target at up to 1.5m, and it’s a
wide detection array which runs in front of
the vehicle.’
Wolf noted that the most important
advantage of the system was that it could
work with a ground clearance of up to
70cm, which was useful when dealing with
off-road conditions.
‘It can operate in all types of weather
conditions, vehicle types and over uneven
surfaces. We utilise very high sensitivity
hardware and detection algorithms in the
system, and all sensors are fused together to
give you a 3D picture of the threats under you,’
he continued.
‘The system has been tested on several
occasions, but is scheduled to be introduced
by the end of this year. It can be delivered as
a standalone system, and it has all the
capabilities to integrate with the CIMS. We
have worked together with Elta to make it
available as one system.’ DB
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Down under
C4I modernisation programmes
are under way in Australia and
New Zealand that are looking
to significantly boost the
capabilities of the two nations.
Gordon Arthur provides an
overview of current efforts.

A

ustralia and New Zealand are both
pursuing programmes that will provide
their armies with network-centric C2
capabilities. Of the two antipodean nations,
the former is further along in its military
digitisation efforts.
Under Canberra’s overarching Hardened and
Networked Army (HNA) programme, the army
sought and obtained a software-based
Battlefield Command Support System (BCSS) to
act as a digital command post system for
planning, monitoring, controlling and
reviewing operations at higher levels. Saab
Systems Australia was responsible for migrating
the BCSS to a Windows NT-based system, and
this acquisition closed in early 2013.
In recent years, the most significant
programme is the Battle Group and Below
Command, Control and Communications
System (BGC3) being jointly delivered by the
ADF’s Land 75 Phase 3.4, Land 125 Phase 3A
and JP 2072 Phase 1 projects. Collectively, this
grouping is referred to as Land 200 Tranche 1.
The ADF explained to Digital Battlespace these
three projects ‘remain separate, but have
synchronised their delivery schedules.’

nn COMBAT CAPABILITIES
A key output of Project Land 75 Phase 3.4, which
kicked off in 2009, was a battle management
system (BMS) to equip an army battlegroup.
According to the ADF, the goal was to ‘provide a
digital C2 support system to enhance combat
capability of the Australian Army through
supporting timely and quality decision making in
the land tactical environment’.

rising

A battlegroup command post set up during Exercise Kiwi Koru in New Zealand in 2014.
NEA will transform the way such headquarters will operate. (All photos: author)

Beating three other contenders, Elbit
Systems was selected to provide the BMS, and
in March 2010 the Israeli company was
awarded a A$331 million (US$298 million)
contract to supply components based on its
Tactical Operational Command and Control
Headquarters (TORC2H) system over a threeyear period. The first materiel was delivered to
the Brisbane-based 7th Brigade in May 2011 in
time for Exercise Talisman Sabre 2011. An initial
operational capability (IOC) was achieved in
April 2012, nine months behind schedule
because of longer than expected operational
tests and evaluation.
As of mid-2014, BMS terminals had been
installed in 236 Bushmasters, 301 Mercedes-
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Benz G-Wagons and 207 Unimog trucks. The
army decided not to install 90 kits into Mack
trucks. A blue-force tracking capacity is integral
to the BMS, and a Track Management System
(TMS) is also present that acts as the primary
interface between the BMS and various other C2
systems within the ADF (eg Tiger helicopters or
Raytheon’s Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data
System (AFATDS)), as well as with coalition
partners, including the US military’s Global
Command & Control System-Joint (GCCS-J).
To allow exchange of data between diverse
systems, the TMS adopted a US MIL-STD
variable message format (VMF), with Northrop
Grumman managing this under a A$10.3
million contract signed in 2011.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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New Zealand in 2014.
otos: author)

nn FINAL APPROACH
The Chief of Army declared final operational
capability (FOC) for Land 200 Tranche 1 in
March 2015, nearly two years behind schedule,
although a spokesman admitted ‘remaining
work continues, with finalising platform design
acceptance activities and transition of the
capabilities into sustainment’.
At that point, the BMS was fielded by two
motorised infantry battlegroups, one special
operations task group and one airfield defence
squadron. The ADF noted Tranche 1 is ‘on
schedule to meet the final acceptance contract
milestone by the end of October 2015’.
This FOC declaration ‘is a significant
milestone and reflects that the army has
www.digital-battlespace.com
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proven a modern battle management system
and digital radio-equipped battlegroup level
of capability’, stated the ADF spokesman. ‘The
army is now seeking to accelerate the rate of
modernisation for mission command, with a
focus over the next three years on brigadelevel capabilities.’
Capt Nick Chamberlin, the regimental signals
officer of the 8th/9th Battalion, Royal Australian
Regiment, told Digital Battlespace during July’s
Exercise Talisman Sabre that the BMS works on
two foundational information-sharing bearers –
a Harris VHF radio and Raytheon Enhanced
Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS)
UHF backbones.
Harris was appointed the main supplier to
replace legacy analogue radios such as the
Raven and Wagtail. The ADF acquired AN/PRC152(C) multiband handheld radios, AN/PRC117G wideband radios, AN/PRC-117F
multiband radios and AN/PRC-150(C) HF
manpack radios. The former was coupled to
AN/VRC-110 amplifier adaptors in more than
1,000 vehicles. In August 2010, the US company
announced receipt of a $9.5 million contract
from Elbit Systems for engineering services to
integrate radios into the BMS.
Chamberlin said operators ‘learn by doing’,
and noted it is crucial to spread newgeneration technology so it becomes familiar
to operators. ‘If it doesn’t work and
commanders or others lose confidence
in it, it’s hard to get that confidence back,’
he observed.

nn STOPPING PRODUCTION
One example of this learning process is that
the original Land 125 Phase 3A dismounted
(BMS-D) version proved unworkable. With the
BMS-D weighing 14kg, and even a pareddown version still weighing about 10kg, it did
not prove popular with soldiers forced to carry
it and so production stopped. A 2013 report
by the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO)
revealed ‘the user community do not accept
and use the BMS-D’.
The report continued: ‘Australia is looking at
the possibility of changing its entire
specification set. They’re looking for ways to
reduce size and weight, and are wondering

whether a tiered BMS-D system that can add
and subtract items based on mission needs
would be feasible or helpful.’
The ANAO’s 2014 report highlighted
another issue: ‘Meeting the final design
approval requirements continues to
remain a challenge for the programme
as the project is exposed to multiple
platform design authorities that creates
a complex management environment…
Managing the interfaces to ensure that
the system specifications can be achieved,
while also meeting stringent security
accreditation requirements, remains a
key challenge.’

nn BMS PROCEEDING
Land 200 is being introduced in three
tranches. By the end of Tranche 1, more than
2,500 systems had been fitted to vehicles
primarily of the 7th Brigade. It was decided
not to install BGC3 in M113AS4 vehicles
under Phase 3.4, but this should occur in
Phase 4. BAE Systems was contracted to
install the BMS into vehicles, but several
redesigns were necessary because of severely
limited internal space.
Tranche 2, endorsed by the government in
August 2013, will continue installation of
terminals in the aforementioned vehicles, as
well as future MAN trucks and Protected
Mobility Vehicles (Light) – the Hawkei, if
selected. Further Tranche 2 deliveries will roll
out to the 3rd and 1st Brigades.
The ADF elaborated: ‘Land 200 Tranche 2
will deliver sustainment training and
simulation capabilities for individual and
collective BMS requirements; weaponsintegrated BMS (into the M1A1 and ASLAV);
brigade headquarters software applications
for all headquarters functions, including
interoperability with key joint and coalition
systems; procurement of a new digital soldier
radio; modification of the current soldier BMS
to significantly reduce weight and size whilst
enhancing capability; and delivery of a robust
tactical network architecture to support land
networking capabilities from the individual
soldier to a divisional joint interagency task
force headquarters.’
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A key BMS platform is the Bushmaster, with
this Command Vehicle example fitted with
several computer terminals.

also designed, manufactured and tested a
message centre assemblage (MCA).
BAE Systems’ current involvement includes
the management and upgrade of major
SATCOM services, maintenance and
enhancement of Parakeet; acting as lead
warfighter and intelligence domain integrator
for the Chief Information Officer Group; and
deploying and supporting flexible, intuitive
and reliable formal messaging applications to
more than 10,000 strategic and tactical
desktops locally and internationally.
Its investments include new geospatial
intelligence software such as GXP Xplorer and a
mobile app.
Referring to the BMS-D, it said Elbit Systems is
currently performing risk-reduction activities for
a revalidated and lighter system.
The ADF told DB: ‘Land 200 undergoes its
greatest challenge between 2013 and 2018 in
delivering a holistic land networking solution to
two army formations, enabling brigades,
training establishments, special forces and
other services.’
Tranche 3 is slated for 2017-2022, where
hardware deliveries will conclude and a
technical refresh of older equipment will occur.

nn PROCESS OF CHANGE
The army is certainly gaining greater
efficiencies with its BMS, as demonstrated
during Talisman Sabre. Lt Col Darcy Rawlinson,
commanding officer of the 7th Combat
Signals Regiment (CSR), told DB: ‘It’s a process
of change as much as it is technology…
We’re at the stage where we have the
technology; we’re now working out how
to exploit it properly.’
Rawlinson said the BMS has been deployed
down to company level, as well as being
dragged up to brigade level, where ‘more
deliberate planning’ occurred during Talisman
Sabre. He confirmed integration of disparate
systems is one of the greatest challenges in
implementing a BMS. For example, AFATDS
still only offers ‘limited operability’, and it is a
‘long process’, he admitted. Despite technical
glitches, Rawlinson said the BMS worked to
capacity during Talisman Sabre.

The 7 CSR commander also offered some
insights into Australia’s deployment
methodology, saying the BMS’s greatest
benefit was higher up the chain of command.
He admitted the army was wrong in trying to
implement the system from the bottom up,
and that it would have been more successful
introducing it top-down instead.

nn PARAKEET PRODUCTION
From its Sydney repair facility, BAE Systems
provides maintenance and engineering
services for Parakeet, the Australian Army’s
principal battlefield trunk communications
switching and SATCOM system. The company
was awarded the Parakeet contract in 1994.
Graeme Bent, director of land and integrated
systems at BAE Systems Australia, said: ‘It
supports deployed operations by providing
mobile military communications across vast
distances, including phone, data and
messaging services.’
In 1999, a mid-life upgrade was performed
on Parakeet’s satellite terminal assemblage to
add X-band and C-band frequencies, while a
second-generation version was completed in
2002. BAE Systems highlighted: ‘Parakeet
became the world’s first in-service tri-band [Ku,
X and C] terminal, with increased data
transmission capacity and flexibility.’
In 2008, the company signed an in-service
support contract to support the Parakeet
network, one that continues to the present
time. Between 2008 and 2011, BAE Systems
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nn PREFERRED OPTIONS
However, Parakeet is due for replacement
under Project Land 2072 Phase 2B Battlespace
Communications System – Land (BCS-L), with
Boeing Defence Australia (BDA) declared the
preferred vendor with the support of G H Varley
and Harris Communications Australia.
A Boeing spokesman informed DB:
‘This contract will provide the ADF with
the next generation of battlespace telecommunications network capability,
supporting deployed forces through
development and application of a wideband
communication network based on an agile,
modular design for optimal adaptability.’
Designed and developed in Australia by
BDA, BCS-L will deliver digital wideband voice,
data and video services over wireless and wired
infrastructure, and will achieve fielding status in
2017, with FOC expected in 2020.
The ADF spokesperson added: ‘Capability
options include enhancing the existing BCS-L
by replacing the current Parakeet, introducing
new range extension system solutions to
extend the range of JP 2072 Phase 1 tactical
communication networks, and modernising
the deployable local area networks capability.’
BDA stated: ‘The Minister for Defence’s
recent announcement in relation to Land 2072
Phase 2B is significant in that it marks the next
evolution of Boeing’s expansion into providing
indigenous battlespace capability to support
the ADF, and represents substantial career
development opportunities for the local
www.digital-battlespace.com
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market. The Australasian market presents
significant opportunities for Boeing across the
design, development and sustainment of
defence communication systems.’

nn IMPORTANT MARKETS
Thales Australia is also involved in the
programme, but a spokesman told DB he
could not provide any details ‘due to
commercial considerations’.
Elsewhere in the ground domain, Thales
Australia is involved in the Command and
Intelligence Systems Support Organisation
(CISSO) programme, land tactical radio repair,
and provision of the Sotas communications
system to various vehicles.
The representative added: ‘The Australian
communications systems market is definitely
an important one for Thales, and the company
will continue to seek opportunities in defence
and related areas.’ This includes the protected
vehicles business and Hawkei’s
communications system.
When asked about progress within the HNA
initiative, the ADF spokesman responded:
‘The Australian Army has made significant
progress in modernising its networks. This
programme of work is now part of the army’s
effort to realise “modernised mission
command”. This term better reflects the
outcome that the army seeks rather than the
recent term “digitisation”, which remains a
means to modernise mission command.

‘A variety of defence project deliverables will
introduce new satellite communications,
battlefield telecommunications networks,
deployed local area networks and battle
management systems over the next three
years, with a focus on the brigade level of
operations. These will also equip more
battlegroups and digitise more vehicle
platforms. The army seeks to achieve a modern
digitised and networked land force within the
next five years.’

Integration with special forces will be
a challenge, however, because the 1st
SAS Regiment and Commando units
have traditionally deployed different
C4ISR capabilities.
‘We want to ensure land forces and special
forces have the same equipment,’ Collett
added. ‘We want a toolkit catalogue of C4
capabilities, allowing networks to be tailored to
meet specific mission requirements.’
An NZDF spokesman outlined to DB how
NEA will progress. ‘The programme has used
the experimental knowledge and expertise
gained within the Army Command and Control
Battle Lab and the development of TANE
[Tactical Area Network Enablement] as a firm
launch pad for its development.’

nn NEW ZEALAND CUTS ITS TEETH
The New Zealand Defence Force’s (NZDF)
Network Enabled Army (NEA) programme
is designed to fill major capability gaps,
with programme manager Phil Collett
admitting to DB that the NZDF currently
lacked sufficient C2 and ISR capabilities.
NEA will introduce into service: a satellite/
high-capacity bearer network (tactical) to
operate within operational theatres;
deployable tactical networks; tactical C2
system; combat net radios; digital BMS;
tactical-level sensors; application suite,
synthetic training and simulation; and
network defence and assurance.
Collett added: ‘We want to network-enable a
battalion-sized battlegroup to deploy at any
time, as well as special forces, into a wide range
of environments, especially in the South Pacific
as well as urban, mountainous and tropical
areas of operation.’

nn FOUR TRANCHES
The project will run from 2014-25, divided into
four distinct tranches ‘to incrementally manage
the introduction of the new capability across
the army’.
The government approved NZ$106 million
(US$ 68.9 million) for Tranche 1 (2015-18) in
April. This modernises C2 systems used by
special operations forces, provides a battalion
HQ with modernised C2 systems and a equips a
light rifle company with a mobile tactical
command system.
Tranche 2 (2018-20) enables logistic,
engineer and medical elements to complete a
light task group. This tranche also introduces 
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150 HF radios at the platoon and
the first tactical-level sensors.
company level. The spokesman
Tranche 3 (2020-22) will
noted: ‘The NEA programme will
enable remaining combat
replace these tactical radios under
units of the army, including NZ
the MTCS project. This will
Light Armoured Vehicles. The
incrementally replace the current
final Tranche 4 (2022-25)
fleet of radios over the length of
delivers remaining systems
the programme.’
and equipment to enable the
NZDF to sustain a battalion on
operations.
nn BEARING THE BURDEN
‘At this point, the
The NZDF’s radio network is
programme is also upgrading
elderly, and existing
or replacing systems that were
communications assets are
purchased in earlier tranches,’
‘reaching the end of their
explained the NZDF.
economic life’, according to the
Each tranche has four
MoD. Obsolescence issues include
primary focuses: (1) a
rising failure rates and difficulties in
Common Command Post
sourcing spare parts. Thus, to meet
Operating Environment to
requirements for the next 15 years,
provide command post
the MoD issued an RfI for Phase 2
infrastructure (eg tents,
of its Strategic Bearer Network
shelters, display devices,
Project (SBNP) on 9 February.
computer terminals, power,
Phase 2 of the SBNP, as stated in
lighting and environmental
the
2014 Defence Capability Plan
A total of 388 Mercedes-Benz G-Wagons are fitted with the BMS, as seen on
control); (2) a Common
(DCP), addresses the HF radio
this 4x4 example belonging to the Brisbane-based 7th Brigade.
Universal Bearer System that
network. It will provide ‘an
provides the high-capacity
alternate, long-range bearer
was generated out of a bottom-up initiative
tactical capability to facilitate C2 and
should satellite communications fail or be
of 1 Brigade seeing a gap, but it has been
reconnaissance activities (eg satellite and/or
unavailable’, although the DCP assigned no
hugely successful, so it will now be developed
terrestrial communications equipment, servers
monetary figure to the project.
under NEA.’
and software); (3) a Mobile Tactical Command
The complete SBNP aims to provide new
TANE commenced in 2012 using COTS
System (MTCS) with tactical radios and display
communications links for the NZDF by 2018.
componentry shaped into a C2 system,
devices to soldiers and commanders; and (4)
The first phase, initiated in December 2013,
providing chat, email, video and a basic
tactical sensors.
focused on procuring and integrating groundcommon operational picture up to ‘Secret’ level.
NEA will rely on user inputs that feed into
and ship-based maritime SATCOM terminals.
‘It will be developed further under Tranche
developing requirements, trials, integration,
This capability is critical as the NZDF establishes
1… The key point is that we’ll build on TANE so
development by stages, doctrinal development
a workable Joint Amphibious Task Force, based
that innovation that was done at a relatively
and acceptance at a sustainable rate.
on the multipurpose HMNZS Canterbury, by the
low level within 1 Brigade will be built upon to
The NZDF added: ‘The programme
end of 2015.
make it more operationally viable. We’re talking
has maintained links with counterpart
The SBNP aligns with other programmes
about ruggedising it and enhancing its
programmes and projects in the UK and
such as NEA, Defence Command and Control
capacity,’ Gillard added.
Australia to help inform the development
System, Joint Interagency Task Force
The C2 system will move on from ‘farm-gate
of our programme strategy.’
Headquarters and ANZAC-class frigate
Wi-Fi’ to make it more deployable. In fact, TANE
upgrades. The RfI closed on 20 March, and a
was used in the South Pacific in 2014 during
spokesman commented: ‘The business case for
exercises. The longer-term intention is for TANE
nn MEET TANE
to inter-operate with allies like Australia, but
During Exercise Kiwi Koru in December 2014,
SBNP Phase 2 has yet to be approved. However,
the current priority is to field it in a joint
1 (NZ) Brigade employed the TANE system,
the NZDF intent is to rationalise and refresh its
environment within the NZDF.
the Kiwi experimental equivalent of Australia’s
current HF communications footprint to ensure
The NZ Army currently uses AN/PRC-148
BMS. Col Nicholas Gillard, then commander of
availability and supportability through the next
MBITR, AN/PRC-119 SINCGARS and AN/PRC1 Brigade, explained TANE’s origin to DB: ‘It
decade and beyond.’ DB
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US Secretary of Defense Carter has placed a
firm emphasis on cyber matters since
taking office. (Photo: US DoD)

The US recently released its
2015 Cyber Strategy, focusing
on deterrence rather than
protection, as was the
emphasis of the 2011 plan.
Nick Watts looks at some
specific elements as well as
the wider implications.

Preventative
measures

nn PUBLIC BREACHES

O

n 23 April 2015, Ashton Carter, the US
Secretary of Defense, made a speech at
Stanford University in California, in effect
unveiling the DoD’s new Cyber Strategy. The
venue for his speech was not coincidental. A
major plank in this effort will be its partnership
with Silicon Valley, the home of the IT industry
in the country.
The US sets great store by its technological
strength, which it sees as a differentiator
against numerically superior adversaries. Its
cyber strategy is at the heart of this approach.

The DoD also unveiled its Third Offset Strategy
when Chuck Hagel, Carter’s predecessor,
made a reported speech at Newport, Rhode
Island in September 2014.
He cautioned that ‘disruptive technologies
and destructive weapons once solely
possessed by only advanced nations’ are
proliferating widely. His speech was intended
to launch the DoD’s efforts to boost its
technological advantage against low-cost
asymmetric strategies adopted by insurgents
and non-state actors.
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Carter’s Cyber Strategy is a revision of the
May 2011 iteration. It comes after the US
government pointed the finger at North Korea
for the Sony Pictures hacking in November
2014. A further major breach occurred in
June 2015 when the US Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) was also breached.
Details of government employees and their
levels of security clearance were released. The
US believes that Chinese elements were
responsible for this attack.
Despite budget cuts, the DoD still
spends about $69 billion annually on
R&D. US Cyber Command has seen its
budget trimmed from $546 million in
FY2014 to $463 million planned for FY2016,
although this is considerably more than the
www.digital-battlespace.com
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resources dedicated to this domain by any
European ally.
The US approach to cyber security was laid
out in May 2011 by a White House ‘Cyberspace
Policy Review’ which acknowledged that the
US government was not joined up in its
approach to the cyber risk which confronted
the country. In July 2011 the DoD followed suit
by unveiling its cyber security strategy. The
cyber threat had been previously articulated in
the administration’s 2010 National Security
Strategy – this document sought to put cyber
into the context of DoD operations. US Cyber
Command was stood up on 31 October 2010.
Bill Leigher, advanced solutions director in
Raytheon’s Intelligence, Information and
Services division, told Digital Battlespace that
the second iteration of the cyber strategy was
‘a huge step forward’. He noted that a lot of
the preliminary efforts on the first strategy
were in the works while Cyber Command was
being put together. Leigher formerly held
posts with the National Security Agency (NSA)
and USN.
‘Over the last three years, DoD has invested
in personnel,’ he said. ‘The first of the strategic
missions of the new strategy – build and
maintain ready forces – is mostly done.’
Speaking in London in July 2015, Adm
Michael Rogers, commander of US Cyber

Command and director of the NSA, said that he
thought his ‘Cyber Mission Force’ of 6,200
people would achieve initial operating capacity
by the end of FY2016. He is required to have
Cyber Command fully manned by 2018.
Neither the first nor the second DoD cyber
strategy involved wide discussions with
industry. Leigher said that any conversations
with the sector ‘were limited to knowledgeable
practitioners – mostly the intel community,
rather than DoD’.

nn TALKING POLITICS
Political aspirations and military strategies do
not always translate into plain sailing for
programmes, however. The advent of the
Edward Snowden revelations in 2013 has
thrown arguments about cyber-enabled
capabilities into the ‘security versus privacy’
debate. This is a very live issue in the US, where
defenders of the First Amendment (freedom of
speech) have sought to challenge measures
such as the Patriot Act introduced into US
legislation following the September 2001
terrorist attacks.
The US Senate passed the US Freedom
Act in June 2015 after much filibustering and
manoeuvrings on both sides of the argument.
The purpose of this act is to restore the balance
which many felt went too far towards state
USAF personnel take part in a ‘Cyber Flag’
exercise at Nellis AFB. (Photo: USAF)
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intrusion, allowed by the 2001 Patriot Act – and
highlighted by Snowden.
Meanwhile, Carter, like many of his European
counterparts, has had to make his budget go
further through engagement with industry. In
doing so he reassured his Stanford audience
that the DoD was on their side.
He said he preferred ‘keeping the Internet
open, secure and prosperous, and assuring that
the nation continues to respect and protect the
freedom of expression, association and privacy
that reflects who we are as a nation’.
He also sought to tantalise them with the
prospect of working on some of the most
advanced programmes in the DoD.
‘We like to deter malicious action before it
happens and we like to be able to defend
against incoming attacks, as well as pinpoint
where an attack came from,’ he explained.
Carter name-checked FireEye, HP and
CrowdStrike as examples of public-private
sector cooperation that was already improving
the department’s ability to respond. The part of
the speech that drew most attention, however,
was this remark, or rather warning: ‘Adversaries
should know that our preference for deterrence
and our defensive posture don’t diminish our
willingness to use cyber options if necessary.’

nn CURRENT STRATEGY
The 2015 Cyber Strategy recognises the
evolving nature of the threat and its potential
severity for an open economy. Where the 2011
strategy articulated the nature of the threat, the
2015 version recognises that it has increased
and sets out what steps the US will consider by
way of response. The 2011 document is about
protection – the 2015 one is about deterrence.
One of the stated goals of the strategy calls
for the DoD to ‘build and maintain viable cyber
options and plan to use those options to
control conflict escalation and to shape the
conflict environment at all stages’. This refers to
the use of cyber capability at all stages of a
conflict, not just in the preparatory phases as
has been seen in recent Russian operations.
Leigher characterises current cyber capability
as ‘still maturing’. He said: ‘It is not only an early
phase option. I want capability that is reliable and
predictable, so that I know how it will perform.’ 
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In 2014, Lockheed Martin’s cyber operations accounted for 10% of its Information Systems and
Global Solutions business. (Photo: Lockheed Martin)

Much has been made of the deterrent
capability. Speaking before the Senate Armed
Services Committee in a session examining
emerging threats and capabilities on 14 April,
Eric Rosenbach, principal adviser to the
Secretary of Defense, stated: ‘We need to
reduce the anonymity of cyber space so that
adversaries who attack us don’t think they can
get away with it.’
The US will not accept no-go areas in
cyberspace – the clear implication for ‘nonstate’ actors being that there will be no
hiding place.

nn FUNDING
Despite the onset of sequestration policies to
reduce overall US government expenditure the
DoD planned budget for R&D in 2016 of $69
billion is a level that European militaries can
only dream of. The reduction in overall
spending, however, means that resources are
being directed towards areas such as cyber
security, missile defence, precision strike and
other breakthrough technological capabilities
intended to maintain US military dominance.
Overall, the nation will receive $5.5 billion for
its various cyber-related programmes in the
2016 budget. US Cyber Command’s FY2016
budget of $463 million covers operations and
maintenance as well as research, development,

test and evaluation (RDT&E) and military
construction. The USAF cyber component will
receive $1.4 billion; the army $1.02 billion; the
navy $0.81 billion; and defence-wide cyber
programmes $2.26 billion.
Within the DoD cyber funding request,
operations and maintenance programmes will
be allocated the largest share at $2.8 billion:
RDT&E $1.04 billion; personnel $0.5 billion;
procurement $0.49 billion; construction
projects (Milcon) $0.18 billion; a working capital
fund of $0.42 billion; and other personnel costs
of $0.081 billion.
It is worth noting that the allocation for R&D
($1 billion) is double that for equipment
procurement. The budget for cyber should be
set alongside the DoD’s IT budget, which is
$36.9 billion for 2016. The budget for the USMC,
the smallest of the armed services, is $24 billion.

nn IN COMMAND
Within Cyber Command’s latest budget, Rogers
has got to find the staff to man a Cyber Mission
Force of 133 teams, comprising:
• 13 national mission teams tasked to defend
the US and its interests against cyber attacks
of significant consequence;
• 68 cyber protection teams tasked to defend
priority DoD networks and systems against
priority threats;
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• 27 combat mission teams tasked to support
combatant commanders and generate
cyber effects in support of operational plans
and contingent operations; and
• 25 support mission teams tasked to provide
analytics and planning support to national
mission and combat mission teams.
One of Rogers’ key missions is to build
partnerships with allies. Speaking at the
London Stock Exchange in July 2015, he drew
attention to the need for public-private
partnerships between the world of defence
and the financial services sector to ensure that
there were ‘no weak links in our defences – we
have to work our way through this together’.
Rogers will need to exercise some adroit
diplomacy with his European partners. In March
2015, Jorge Domecq, chief executive of the
European Defence Agency, lamented the fact
that European funding for R&D had declined by
29% since 2006. Domecq voiced concerns that
Europe’s ability to cooperate with the US would
be put at risk if it could not make a meaningful
contribution to shared programmes.

nn THE FIFTH DOMAIN
Since 2010, the US military has been adjusting
itself to the ‘fifth domain’, as it was christened
by the then Secretary of Defense Robert Gates.
However, in reality both the armed services and
industry have been working with IT in the
defence sector for many years. The increasing
prevalence of EW capability, sophisticated
sensors, computing power and the
telecommunications needed to link systems
and platforms, means that many defence
contractors have well-established capability
that has recently been consolidated into a
‘cyber’ power to respond to the needs of the
DoD and other customers.
The services are defining new operational
doctrines based around the concept of
‘manoeuvring’ in the fifth domain. The
dispersed nature of military operations, across
multiple commands and platforms, whether air,
land or sea, means that military forces rely on
communications networks for C2 as well as to
target precision munitions. Alongside this are
such considerations as logistical planning and
engineering data from platforms and sensors.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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More recently, they have stepped up
the tempo. The USAF established its Task Force
Cyber Secure on 20 March 2015; the USN
unveiled its plan for operating in cyberspace on
6 May 2015; and the US Army has been
conducting an experimental initiative from
May to June to test cyberspace operations at
corps level, using a brigade combat team at the
Joint Readiness Training Center at Fort Polk,
Louisiana.
Typically, each of the services has been
working out how best to adapt its operations
to the wider cyber environment, as
VAdm Jan Tighe, Commander of Fleet
Cyber Command/US Tenth Fleet, explained
at a Pentagon press briefing unveiling the
navy’s plan in May.
‘We’ve got to be able to prevent the
intrusion in the first place… If there is an

intrusion, respond to prevent lateral
movement inside our network,’ he said.

nn PROTECTING THE PENTAGON
Within the DoD itself, DARPA is working on 21
cyber-related work strands, some of which will
eventually find their way into DoD or service use.
The Raytheon team participating in the
current DARPA Cyber Security Challenge has
advanced to the next round of competition to
identify the computer security experts who are
best at developing new automated cyber
security systems.
The event is a first-of-its-kind tournament
that speeds the development of automated
security systems able to defend against cyber
attacks as fast as they are launched. The
qualifying competition, which began with over
28 academic and industry teams from around

the world, has been narrowed down to seven
finalists. Leigher said: ‘The technologies that
emerge from this competition could shift the
balance away from the attacker and back in
favour of those defending complex and
important systems.’
The Defence Information Systems Agency
(DISA) which controls the DoD’s Information
Network (DoDIN) unveiled its own five-year
strategy in June 2015. The then director of DISA,
Lt Gen Ronnie Hawkins, oversaw production of
the strategy. In the foreword he writes: ‘We…
operate in a congested battlespace, where the
barrier to entry is low… We must recognise
that mission success is defined by our ability to
pre-emptively disrupt, degrade or deny our
adversaries, both internal and external,
unimpeded access to the information
capabilities of the DoDIN.’
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Competitions such as the NSA’s annual Cyber Defense Exercise contribute to developing
frontline cyber skills. (Photo: USAF)

nn TRANSFORMATIVE PROCESS
In 2012, the DISA chose Lockheed Martin to
manage the transformation of the DoD’s global
data network. Deon Viergutz, VP of cyber
solutions at Lockheed Martin Information
Systems and Global Solutions explained: ‘The
work is being performed under a seven-year
global systems management operations
contract. [This] provides DISA’s computer
systems and intranets – serving the various
DoD branches including our armed forces –
with reliable and secure communications about
potential threats.’
More recently, Jack Wilmer, the DISA’s
deputy chief technology officer for enterprise
services, gave an industry briefing in May 2015
to explain how its mission is being adjusted to
match the evolving threat landscape. At the
core is the Joint Information Environment (JIE).
‘In JIE, we are… ultimately moving towards a
single security architecture,’ he explained.
As part of this exercise, the DISA is renewing
three of its critical cyber programmes: the
Cyber Situational Awareness Capability; a nextgeneration Host Based Security System (HBSS);
and a cyber-intelligence platform. In January
2015, the DISA issued an RfI for a nextgeneration HBSS. The final configuration of this
project will depend on how the DoD defines
the end-point device.
The extensive DoDIN is being re-configured
around a series of joint regional security stacks
(JRSS), which will monitor the multiple access
points to the DoDIN. Both the JRSS
and the HBSS will provide analytic data to
monitor known threats. In January 2015, a
Joint Force HQ DoDIN capability was stood
up to operate alongside Cyber Command.
JFHQ-DoDIN has established three provisional
commands to support Europe, Pacific and
Central Commands.

capability derives from the dual nature of cybersecurity products. Many defence contractors
find themselves selling capability into adjacent
markets such as critical national infrastructure
and financial services.
In June, the Israeli government announced
that national exports of cyber security products
added up to $6 billion in 2014. This was more
than aerospace sales and represented 10% of
the estimated $60 billion global market for
cyber security products. None of the industry
figures approached for this article would
comment in detail on the nature of their export
pursuits, other than to note that they comply
with US government guidance.
Saudi Arabia is one of the largest importers
of military equipment, and the US’s number
one defence export destination. The kingdom
accounted for one dollar of every seven spent
on global defence imports in 2014. Boeing
and Raytheon are jointly bidding to win a
command, control, communication,
computers, cyber and intelligence (C5I)
system for the Royal Saudi Air Force.

nn EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES

nn CYBER OUTLOOK

There has been an uptick in defence spending
around the world over the past 12-18 months,
prompted in part by regional tensions and a
need to re-capitalise ageing equipment. Part of
this has included increased spending in the
cyber domain. The difficulty in pinning down
exact figures for expenditure on global cyber

The cyber security market has potential for
significant growth, but is immature in nature
and fragmented, with competition from nondefence players being a factor to consider.
Industry consolidation will continue on an
opportunistic basis and defence contractors
will continue to identify opportunities to
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acquire cyber capability. In 2014, Lockheed
Martin’s cyber operation accounted for
10% of its Information Systems and Global
Solutions business, which generated $7.8
billion of revenue.
In 2014, Lockheed acquired Industrial
Defender, while earlier in 2015 Raytheon
acquired WebSense.
What is clear, however, is that the nature of
threats will continue to evolve. Both China and
Russia make significant use of cyber capabilities.
The OPM hack was seen as a Chinese effort to
gather human intelligence on US government
employees. The Russian use of cyber effects in
recent operations in Georgia and eastern
Ukraine is also being closely studied by the US
and its NATO allies.
Meanwhile, insurgents in the Middle East
and North Africa are taking advantage of lowcost technology and a predominantly young
and highly educated populace to offset the
military might of states such as Egypt, Israel and
Saudi Arabia.
The US will seek to retain its technological
advantage and potential adversaries will look to
identify asymmetrical ways to negate this. Both
sides are now playing a cyber-enabled version
of the Great Game of the 19th century, probing
one another for advantage. It is not yet time to
retire conventional kinetic capabilities, but it is
time for military powers, such as the US, to
ensure that in the cyber world they keep their
flints sharp and their powder dry. DB
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FINAL WORD

Feedback loop
A

Gary Martin, the new US Army Program Executive Officer C3 –
Tactical, explains to Tim Fish how his organisation has continued to
deliver despite the continuation of sequestration, and expects to
field capability enhancements to 75 units by the end of 2015.

part from sequestration, the major
challenge for PEO C3T is to improve the
integration of network components and
simplify the tasks soldiers must undertake to
operate and maintain the tactical network.
‘We continue to seek user/soldier feedback
as they exercise the mission command and
network systems at combined training centres,
during home station training and while
deployed in support of operations around the
world,’ Martin said.
‘Many of our near-term efforts are focused
on automating the process of initialising the
various network components, with specific
emphasis on the many networking radios that
are currently being produced and fielded to
support digital communications from mobile
command platforms to dismounted soldiers.’
He added: ‘Solutions for over-the-air
reprogramming and rekeying are key efforts that
will mitigate the most complex tasks associated
with deployment of tactical radio networks.’

nn MOVING AHEAD
With the Rifleman Radio and HMS Manpack
programmes moving ahead, Martin said that
two other radio efforts are proceeding through
key milestones: ‘The MNVR recently completed
a limited user test at Network Integration
Evaluation 15.2 and is moving toward a
Milestone C and low-rate initial production
decision in Q1 of FY2016.
‘The Airborne, Maritime and Fixed Small
Airborne Networking Radio, which will
bring army air platforms into the network, is
expected to be released for solicitation later
next year.’
On Warfighter Information Network-Tactical,
(WIN-T) Martin said work has begun on
fielding enhancements to the at-the-halt
Increment 1 and production of the on-themove Increment 2 will ramp up.

‘The WIN-T Increment 1 end of life technical
refresh effort currently under way is one of
four upgrades being made to WIN-T
Increment 1. This effort advances capability,
while reducing equipment by one third for
increased unit agility. An ongoing networking
software upgrade, the WIN-T Increment 1b
upgrade, is nearly complete and improves
the efficiency, security and interoperability of
the network.
‘To enable expeditionary operations by
providing a scalable link into the WIN-T network
backbone, the programme is working several
efforts to include Enroute Mission Command
Capability [EMC2], which was fielded in May to
provide WIN-T network connection and access
to mission command capability for soldiers
while in flight on USAF C-17s to support rapidly
deployed joint global response force missions.’
He continued: ‘Once on the ground, prior to
establishing a static command post footprint, the
programme is working to provide a WiFi and 4G
LTE cellular transmission infrastructure capability
that can support soldier wireless and cellular
handheld requirements from command posts to
the edge of the tactical formation.
‘Lastly the Transportable Tactical Command
Communications [T2C2] is a new programme
of record that when fielded will provide agile
robust voice and data communications in the
early phases of joint operations and in later
operational phases at the tactical edge. T2C2
will connect small company and team-sized
elements to the high-capacity WIN-T network
and extend that network to the most austere
locations.’

nn PRIMARY EFFORTS
In mission command, Martin said the primary
modernisation efforts are to deliver common
operating environment-compliant applications
for mobile and command post environments.
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‘These efforts will converge a number of
hardware devices [servers] within the command
post onto a common server architecture.
Common services – such as mapping, network
management, collaboration, synchronisation,
planning analysis, etc – will form the foundation
for the converged architecture, while missionbased applications – fires, intel, logistics, etc – will
be delivered as individual applications running
on the common services.
The Joint Battle Command-Platform (JBC-P)
received its full-rate production decision earlier
this year and has been fielded to the 2nd
Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division
based at Fort Stewart in Georgia.
‘They are using JBC-P to pinpoint friendly
forces, track enemy forces and identify hazards
such as IEDs on a user-friendly, Google Earthlike digital map… The JBC-P will serve as the
foundation for the Mounted Computing
Environment, or MCE, which will deliver Androidbased warfighting apps as part of the army’s
new Common Operating Environment for use
on ground vehicles and combat platforms.
Looking ahead, Martin said: ‘The fundamental
technologies that enable advancements in
the C3 programmes are largely developed
through investments in commercial industry.
Technology evolution continues to advance
at a significant pace, fuelled by increases in
computation capabilities, agile, wideband radio
frequency devices and convergence of many
technologies into user devices. Our fundamental
challenge is the system-of-system integration
of these technologies into complex network
architectures, providing ruggedised military
utility and often requiring integration into
complex warfighting platforms.’ DB
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